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OH, A NDY!

COMMISSIONER GARFIELD HAS

PROBABILITY
OF NO STRIKE

THOROUGHLY EXPOSED METHODS

QUITE STRONG

STANDARD OIL MONOPOLY USE

Hard Coai Miners Refer
Question to the Scale

President Sends Message to Congress Ap-- WOEFUL WASTE OF
proving Report and Advising LegislaFUEL IN POWER
tion to Create Competition in
Washington. I. C, May
The '

Committee.

!

4.

Free Alcohol

AND TO HOLD OIL LANDS
OUT OF STANDARD GRASP;
LAWYER CLAIMS NOT TRUE
Washington, D. C, May 4. Presl- - about 2G.Oti0.OOO barrels, of w hich the
dent Roosevelt today transmitted to Standard controls about 23,000,000;
congress the report of Commissioner' H'"1 ,1t,,,'e ?Ianda,rll ob',lned .he use ofunfair compeol Corporations Garfield, giving the ;tltlve methods, and that they were
result of his investigation Into the developed through special agreements
subject of transportation and freight wlth raiiroaJ companies
rates as regards contracts with the Thu advanage has been Increased
.
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dis-whi- ch

m
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actko.

Andrew Carnegie, on Hi

Recent Visit to the South, Joined the Order of Hobson
new road to Gansan, the principal
port on the east coast, Htart from this
and the
loint. Tho Seoul-Kusaroad Join with these
for thorough connection, the trains of
all four uuning to the capital on common tracks. It is intended, further,
to run a broad gauge road over the
route followed by the military line
from Antung to Fang Yauy Cheng,
and beyond, and to nrldge the Yam
at a point above that place. With
tracks laid from Antung to Mukden,
the railway in northern Korea will become a stctlon of tho great rtunk

JAPAN WILL
OPEN KOREA
BY BUILDING
N

Railroads Throughout the

1-

Hermit Nation Which

TO DEVELOP THE COUNTRY

Material s Chiefly Bought
From United States For
Their Construction.
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j
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Roommate Awakes

TOOK THE FATAL DOSE SOMETIME

u

YESTERDAY EVENING
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LAND

Than It Was With Its Buildings

Before

Hold Caucus of Mem-

bers Elected to the
NEW NATIONAL PARLIAMENT

Great Britain Lays Down Law
to Sublime Porte in
Plain Words.
St. Petersburg, May 4. M. Schwan-ebacPremier Goremykin's chief
lleuteuant, announced to tho Associated Press today that tho new min
istry is not reactionary and it is the
governments purpose to work with
tho parliament.
CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRATS
HAVE A STORMY TIME
St. Petersburg, May 4. The
st it utional .democratic members oloct- ,1
l
u.l .V. "
""ia.ni.iu. ,ieiu
caucus today, to discuss the situa- tlon, and decide upon their future
course in the national assembly. The
s.esion was very stormy and at one
time a split was threatene'd. w hich
s

cou-Ihl-

New York, May 3. The Metropolitan Opera House, usually empjjr and
cheerless during the morning hoars,
presented a brilliant spectacle when
the curtain rose at 10 o'clock thin
morning, for the, first act of the continuous charity performance for the
San Francisco sufferers, which will
last, without Interruption, until midnight. The performance, which haa
been arranged by the New York Association of Theatrical Managers, Is
the higgest charity performance ever
wtftlerttken ln this city.' The house
was well filled when the cnrtaln "was
raised at the opening this morning.
The greater part of the morning audience consisted of women and children,
who were entertained bv circus and
vaudeville performers.
There is not
a theatrical company in the city that
has not volunteered to contribute to
the success of the performance.
It
has been so arranged that the morning was dovcted to vaudeville and cir
cus performances, while the afternoon
nnil tb0 cvonlng were dovotea to the
nramauc, mtisv.cai and operatic performances, with Just enough of vaudeville interspersed to bring variety into
tho program.
Although the tickets sold for tho
entitle.. the bearer to
entertainment
sit
- .....
K .1
I
.. .
I.
.l.nn O.IWW,
IL
UUl
pocted that many will avail there
vV8
f that privilege
Those who
?0ave
the house will not receWe rechpcka
all(, tho
turn
,t , be lhat
ost of the g(1.lts wl be 80,d oyer
several times thus increasing the re-ccipts.
I Vl

I

;
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1
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Francisco. Cal.. May I. The
local synilicau- - which owns t'ie l.ick
h ousei
site, em Montgomery street,
botwicn I 'ost nnd Su'ter si reels, has
lie; n
ft'ercd IT.'iO.iMio more tiian was
paid for the lot. and the hotti building two years ugo. They declined to
sell.
Tl'is shows the strength
of
(Iowa lowu realty values.
S in

;'!'(',(!( si

atastrophi
the age, but
tiiose w!, have he. ti
ngeil in tin?
r mud, don't
work f relief on ih,
yet realize that 2"i.u
i.ade h.
ss and penniless
have
bi i u fed and shelc
two weeks,
and no one has
hungry. The
In
ft lief committee
wonders.
111
but
be admitted
the omi i. an
that without nit- an
their work
wouhl have been iai.
ible,"
(

i
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New York. May 4. Today is Arbor
Day in tins - ate, and throughout the
state it M dlTvcd by the children
in the public schools and by many
citizens and societies. Thousands eif
the children in this city were taken to

the i:u;s under the supervision jjf
their teach' rs, and took part in the
siinpl" and impressive tree planting
exeiciscs which had been suggested
by Stale Superintendent of Education
Di aper. It is sain to say that I lions- imls (if trees and shrubs were planted
through'iiit he puorer district.'! i,f tin;
city, i:i I. a . yard:-- , school yards and
aion the public highways. A hand- sotiie Arbor hay manual, issued by
Coinlliissa,!;,-vsluab.Uraper, and containing
1. lu
regard to the ob
Arbor lAiy and sugfest-- :
serial. c"
to free planting, was
ions i'i
di.-ii -,
a r:ii,n' the teachers of all
i.ei-..t: ail t!ie public schools
Ihe
a'e. 'I'll,, day was obin 1,., v !.
.
rv city and Village of
serv
r le.,s elaliora c
u. ore
ibe
liiaaa '
ti

.'.

'
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OBSERVED

MILWAUKEE.

IN
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May
: -- The
.M
Wis..
ROSA LOST THREE
in all the public schools in
Tlic first Mgns oi ) ' r. suiii i ion 'chihi
MILLIONS OF PROPERTY.
y o - rve
Arbor Day today
'he ri il i n ate s il I ark el were 'Irs
Oakland. Cal, May 4 Governor of
n.ner, by planting trees
aal
In th
given
wh
yesterday,
veral
transI'arde.- received a dispa'ch trom Santa
sctiiHil
in
yards ana
w
ading before an
!cli v.! re
liosi stat ng that the property loss melions
:. i. t lectures on th
i'l.jiort-pa i k
ct
'
mnpieted
n,
uilacruti
w
caused by ihe recent earthquake and the lines
.s
fi' ance of the day were
arc.
oii-.- i.
..
th,of
while
rnis.
fire will amount to ?:i.ii'i.
and new m.. ;i
in r icacheis.
The day
d by
iiM,n, and in d.
wi re eutei.
that it wtil cost ?i:,ii,niiii to clear addiii,i;,
throUL'hoilt
o:.seied
n.ral!..
wi : .
a
offers
number
for
awav the wreckage.
iii jo cordance with the proc-l- a
lie.
realty at ligure., ), h,
values Ihei' M' oi ' C .ernor lavid.-.onhithi
w.-asked,
:."lllptly
der'.i
FUNSTON CLAIMS FOR ARMY
MUCH DESERVED PRAISE. ll.fi!.
SCHOOLS OF CONNECTICUT
I
.May
The OAKLAND ESTIMATED HER
OBSERVE ARBOR DAY.
San Flam co, ('a
army pi i.ib at t h
siilio have ;:
May I. In acconl-i- i
I.
".:. n
PROPERTY LOSS $3,000,000.
II r
I
COHIpiishei!
WULiielS
the way
I' i males oi av
Oakland, t'al.. Jin
v.
)i: elamat ion issip d by
d '
in;
stia; ili'icn ; io: t
damage WP ul-:A bur
!;
he earth- - Go-- :
r
lay is ct le-- ,
aft
ion
in
',l!ake lo (his city ;,,
t he
$1,1111.(11111,
hroiiglioiit
',. e.
liia.-ct. afc r,!:iu; to the i,
c'tv. ln an iir er
s ;! uiirti il i,i
,.,- - ia!
manner. The ob-".
:u
s'a
M
sai
General Fui.i'on
tyor Mott, by I;u.
Inspector servatue ,( ilua s' eiitin-lcorlin' .1
T.
"This is the a;r
:
s
injury done ,t(l tile
xhis iiicluo.
in
i,v th
i'Vi r a'teinpte.l
o '! ( buildings
K Mil d,- - )nn!s an ;,:! ,: bv ' 'le cilih'.ri II of tllC
f
i art
they sj'i 'k o!' the L re
aj lllent.
pulili'
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THE SENATE HAS AGREED ON

COMPROMISE

"

i

the Earthquake Came Losses at
Oakland and Santa Rosa.

liund-wriiin-
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FRANCISCO

WORTH MORE TODAY

er

niein-Sant-

al'li.;--HfKJ-
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Constitutional Democrats
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James Pete McGinty, a member oZn a chair, and an hour afterwards 1
m ufto his room und put
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-- i
men, lies dead at the Borders' under- - "m.,l
When Kring woke up this morning,
taking establishment, where he was al)(JUt n 0'ck)ck he ,mice(1
tuat Mc
removed from a room in the Elite Uiniy's face was purple, and, hastily
hotel, as a result of an overdose of springing out of bed, felt the man's
morphine, taken, evidently, with sui- - face, to find it cold. He immediately
cidal intent.
dressed and notified the chief of po- McGinty, apparently about 00 years lice, who, with Dr. Elder, responded
of age, came to Albuquerque the latter immediately, but the man was dead
part of March, from Big Springs, Tex- - when they arrived, aud judging from
as, where he had been in the employe the appearance of the body lite Iliad
of the Texas & I'aeitic railroad, and ivn extinct two or three hours,
nince that time lias been staying in
Among the man's effects were found
this city, pending the result of his letters of recommendation from John
application lor a position on the Sau- - Belknap, president of the American
la Fe.
Lumber company, showing that Sic- Yesterday afternoon he approached flinty hud been employed on the Zuui
a railroad man, a friend of his, and Mountain railroad, leaving their
borrowing fifty cents, stated his ploye on September 2,
guing
intention of buying c;irlolie acid and from there, no doubt, to Big springs,
committing suicide. The triend do- - Texas, where he worked until March
J tH)(, according
inanded the fifty cents back, whereitp- to his clearance
on McGinty, laiighiug, tstaied that he from that road.
would buy "lioo.e"
Receipts from the Arapahoe Lodge.
As his friends know that he was No.
Denver, Colo., showed him to
given to Joshing, little w as t "nougat of be in good standing in the Brother-thiuntil this morning about 1 o'clock hood of Locomotive Firemen's organi-whe- n
Harry Kring, an e ngineer on the zation. of which lie had been a
a
Fe, with whom McGinty often ber for a Jong time', as his receipt
ppent the night in bis room at the dated us far back r.s August 17, 1!'"".
Two pawn tickers were also found
Elite hotel, went to his room, win re
he louiid McGinty hiiv,u the led among his effects, from Yanow's paw n
shop, showing that on April ;M, Mc- with his clothes on.
Thinking that his friend was men'- - Ginty had pawned a Walt ham watch,
ly intoxicated Wring proceeded to dis- - receiving thereon the sum of $2o, and
roue liinist it. ami winie undressing tliat on Wednesday of this week be
pawned his grip nnd contents, ivceiv-infound a note m the divssr in
em it $.". Only 2) cents in money,
which read:
"In case of accident notify my fath- and a cheap watch were found on
er, John McCinty, at Manuelito, N.. him, however, when his effects verc
M., and my lodge."
searched by the police.
l.e arouse Mc- The ilesh of his right arm. lust
Hastilv
an
as above the elbow,
was
iinty, who acted lrow.-y- .
puffed
and
though intoxicated. and proceeded to punctured, showing where the livpo- walk him around the room. .Mc(,.nty dermic needle had inert d when lie
asked for a drink of whiskey and inject., i i,u. morphine.
His friends say, and the condition
Kring started wil'.i him t Graham
Urothers' saloon. Arriving there the of his lody shows that )u. had not
night bartender asked Kring what long been addicted to the Use of the
was the matter with Mctiinty. and drug.
ho
upon Kring's telling h'm that
lie was an exceptionally well built
thought McCinty was fall of "dope" man, weighing probably Uoo pounds,
or morphine, the l.ar;itelei refused to with not an ounce of superfluous
serve him whiskey.
l!cli cut him, and well proper! inned.
Was of a sandy complexion, with
s
Speaking of the. atTui;brown eves and brown curly Lair.
Kring said:
His father at Manuelito and
"About tills time Otic, r Wanner
bis
lodge in Denver, have been
came in and I told him w!i:f I tWtah?
of l is ilea'h. lis tas bis brother,
was the matter with McCinty.
The
' ' be
otlici-- r
ail vised him t !. i.ntyi to to
fire department,
it not Old til- t ttiair.fi wid b- held at
to his r.m, n:i.l I ii.ej-!.- t
stalili:-hr,:en- t
u:
rs'
to take him to his ro in in A I'M
w nil! i: ;
p.!
v. a i.u-.-a'oiu.uii n from fheni.
ll-i-

at-Th-

.

and Finds a Corpse.

DAY CHARITY

y

po-wi-

This Morning

PERFORMANCE ALL

REACTIONARY

Toki , May 4. One of the chief
features of the opening of Korea to
foreign trade is the building of a sys-- i
tem of railroads through the "Hermit
Nation,"
which the Japanese have tin- .
w ncn tnese facilities ror
dertaken.
tno trail jiortation of goods and pas- songers have been provided, it is be- JAPANESE STUDENT IN
that Korea will become an liu-- '
ORATORICAL
CONTEST lieved
Olierlln, O., May 4. The annual portant center for the extension of
i'ha au;nline trade in the far east and the little
cnntfiit f nrii t nrv nn il
of the Northern
Oratorical League lunula will assume a prominent
l.i.IL-1.,1... lTnlt.wl U1o(OU o..,l 11...
f
e
'
commercially, which will
'
V
be held at Oberiin College. t0,,av.
from the Illinois Steel company. The
,no
of
the
serious
attention
tra"'
best orators
from Wisconsin, w)rW
bridges are now chiefly of wood and
of business- Minnesota and Ohio state universities.'
built on piles
Th.. total length Ts
railroad was
'Hie Seoul-WljOberyln, Chicago University, North- longest being 2,. So
44.MJD
the
leet.
f"r traffic on lKceniber 1, last.
University and University of
very
The Japanese had constructed In feet. The construction has been
Michigan aro assembled
to
here
take
,
.
. l. , ....
. i.
.n.
OKI
........V...
.f
"'-- "
in erseung con.es . erne
swift currents and fro.en streams in
s
in me nueri'siing ieaiures is mat me a " "L
" "'..'"'""""'
""""
winter ' ice floes in spring ami the;
University of Michigan will, for the reason, no little proud. Immediately summer
tloodB.
Tno greatest on-- ;
first time in Its history, be represent- - after the beginning of tho war with stacles were mrt at
Anju, where two!
rlv 11 8 nu t.'
natcruis
, v.
1."e. brlt K
an,1 it t
v
now
orae'tlcall
this
line.
ul ,vn t.fi,n
t
'
class 'con.e-sMa ,r Vie completed. Yongesan. a little village
of hi. Al
m.
banks of the river Han, two
will speak on a subject
u,on'n.U the from
of Ilu'
'
Seoul, to the southwest,
Oriental matters.
'
' '
Is to be the future railroad center of
Spelter.
Korea. Here 105 acres of land have,
St. Louis. Mo., Fay
4.
Spelter, been set aside as a railroad reserva- THIS WAS ARBOR DAY
quiet, at 3.90 5.9TVj.
tion, and the line from Wiju, and the:
IN NEW YORK STATE

a Room at Elite Hotel at Early Hour

in

Item.

New

MINISTRY NOT

The total of the new roads to date
has been, roughly estimating, about
fifteen million dollars, and an additional ten millions and four years
work will lie required to put the lines
into final shape. Wille at present
but one tunnel, fiaO feet long, has
been constructed, there will fvent-uali.Vt elaWeen, with a total length
of 180, 8K0 feet. ; The standard gauge,
t feet, 8V& inches, has been used for
railnnd Seoul-Gcsauie Seoul-WIJroads, as for the oilier railroads in
Korea, and this fact furnishes
a
striking example of the general introduction of American methods and materials where once a footing has been
established.
The American Trading
company built tho first railroad In
Korea, in 1S97-90- ,
using the American
gauge, American engines, and American cars and materials throughout,
and 1he Japanese lMiught out the original concessionaries, and, to insure
uniformity, built on tho same lines.
rails used, sjme came
of the
lrom (ii nnany, but most of them
came trom the Carnegie works, in'
country. The tics come largely

Are Needed

ly

MORPHINE ROUTE

Kisser.

NEW RUSSIAN

line.

spe-fou-

Dies

Matter Referred to Scale Committee.
With the motion that the poller ot
the United Mine workers be referred
back to the scale committee with (all
power to act, the delegates convened
In executive Besslon this afternoon. If
the motion prevails it is not probable
that the Bcale committee will declare
a strike. The session lasted an boar,
and It was announced that they had
agreed to refer the matter to tha
scale committee. There Is every reason to believe that a peaceful settlement can now be made, and that
the men who have been Idle slnca
April 1, will Boon be ordered back to
the mines.

Seoul-Chemulp- o

a

EARTH

Scranton, Pa., May 4. The convention of anthracite miners spent tih
forenoon In hearing the opinion of
various delegates on tho operatorB
refusal to gnaut their demands, and
at 11:45 adjourned until the after
noon,
without taking any decisir

"

'

PETE McGINTY

Doubtless Return
to Work.

Will

one-sixt- h

JAMES

OpinionMen

Is the General

7

.,,,,.

STRIKE

re--

p.Tt of the Geological survey of lliOj
United States, just Issued, contains!
some interesting facta in regard to the
terrilic waste f fml In this country,
which statements are of especial in- teres! , owing to the probability of a;
general coal strike In the near future.
After stating that the people of the
United States expend approximately
$l,5l0.000.)00 a year for fuel for the
production of light, heat and lower,
the report says:
"The lcsses in the utilization of fuel
for the development of power, light
and heat under existing conditions
are so great that In a ton of coal consumed in an ordinary manufacturing
plant less than 5 per cent of the total
energy is available for the actual
work of manufacturing; that in any
ordinary locomotive cnly from 3 to 5
per cent of the fuel energy Is obtained for pulling the train; tnat in
our houses ordinarily not more than
of 1 per cent of the fuel energy
Is actually tuansformed into electric
light; that pases from blast furnaces
of tihe country are now lost dn the
atmosphere that would yield continuously, if properly utilized, more than
2,600,000 hourso power; and that byproducts might be saved from the
tons of coal which we now
convert into coke, that would aggregate yearly value much greater than
of the coke Itself. These
would
include ammonium sulphate
sufficient to fertilize cur farms, creosote for the preservation of our timber, and pitch enough to briquet our
slack coals, roof our 'houses and repair some of our roads. How appalling that such waste should continue

industry.
greatly by discrimination in freight
In his message the president ex-- , raU,s 1)0th publlghed and wcrct ln.
pressed the view that the report is of terstute and state, which discrimina-capitimportance. The facts set tlon glve3 the standard monopolistic
forth ln the report are for the most control
part undisputed. The president says
Garfield cites the fact that the New
the report shows clearly that the York Central was the only road which
Standard Oil company has benefited refuscd t0 give access to its records
enormously, up almost to the present ot atate rate8
Garfleld then refera
moment, by secret rates, man
ofjto Beven instances of important
were unlawfull, the benefits crimination ln favor of the Standard,
thereby amounting to at least three-- ; ln various parts of the country,
of a million a year.
'though the Standard at the beginning
The striking result of the Invest!- - of the investigation denied that It had
gation, he said, was that after the received rebates in late years. Ho
discovery of these secret rates by the 8ay8 that h)8 lnVestigation shows
commissioner of corporations, most of clearly one glaring defect In the
were cancelled by the railroads, terstate commerce law. This is in the
which he Considered an acknowledge- - moth0(1 of fillng and publishing tariffs,
ment that tttey were wrong. TheA11 BtHte rate3 llsed m connection
statement Is added that the depart-- , with interstate shipments should be
ment of Justice will take up the ques- - file( wlth the Interstate
commerce
IT...
If Arln.
ti - ... IVioltion oi lnBttiuting prosecuuons in cer-- ; commission and a radical change attar
.
,
,
... ,
uwi.
viei,
tain oi tnes cases.
shnilM he. morlt. In tho AWanH
even to tnose wno bst understand
He favors the element of competi- - Rnin,vfv,n-- . aplfT
,! i
ir,.,tivi
"
the naU,re 81,(1 1,818 of c03'' llow suoh
tlon by the passage of some such law1 ot postlne them '
No
economies may be effected.
as that which has already passed thei
methods are known, for Instance, by
house, the putting of alcohol used in ATTORNEY FOR STANDARD
of the
CHARGES FALSEHOOD which more than
the arts and manufacturers on the
free list and of keeping the title to! Kew York, May 4. WThen the pres-- ! nitrogen in coal can be saved in the
the oil and coal lands of the Indian ident's message with the accompany- - manufacture of coke. There is no
tribes or on the public domain In gov-- ; ing report of Commissioner Garfield subeet touching the welfare of the
eminent hands, to be leased only on was received at the office of the human race on which research is
such terms and for such periods as Standard Oil company, Elliott, gener- - more needed than in the economy in
f uej.''
will enable the government to entire- - ai counsel for the company said that j the use
ly control them.
all the charges that the company had
MUST
TAKE TROOPS
Commissioner Garfield's Report.
received railroad favors were untrue. TURKEY
FROM SINAITIC PENINSULA
In summarizing his report, Commls- - He said their business had been built
4.
May
The llritlsh amsioner Garfield speaks of his personal up and perpetuated on merit. He
visit to the oil fields and of the great thought Garfield's report was wholly bassador at Constantinople yesterday
mass of data obtained by him per- - unfair and said that later the Stand-aonal- presented a note to Turkey demanding the complete withdrawal of Turk
and through his bureau. Howard will make a fuller and more
ish troops from Egyptian territory.!
that the output amounted to cific review of the report.
The note is practically an ultimatum
and constitutes Oreat Britain's last
words on the encroachment of Turkey
LEAVES
in the Sinaitic peninsula. The French
.and Russian ambassadors . at Conslan- .1.1.1.1
Iw.I,.
111 iimu
imi.iMc
ic ........n...l...,
buiiiui mis micontentions.
BY
Oil

THEY WONT ORDER

i

WHICH

Insures Passage of Rate Bill Acceptable to
All Crimp Put In Standard Oil's Pipe
Lines Made Common Carriers.
Washington.

I). C,
4.
May
Tho' amendment. Iioth fact! .Ils b.1Vf nnv
its session today by agreed that (lie coinoromlA l
listening to the reading of the presl- - factory to the president.
Undoubt-dont'- s
message. in the transportation edly this meiatis that the
obstacles to
of i.il.
The message was also
.assage of tho measure
ceive-and read in the house.
has been removi d.
roraKcr, or course, UDjected.
Takes Wind From Democratic Sails
In tin senate, horaki-m id
a in.
Wjiiher the conservatives or t,
l 'on
that the pri'sident's mes-aglie rauiials won the victory ia a questa!,i,.
ttlo
tion not disturbing either faction. It
"It civers nearly all lb, i; o st ions ;s ht lieved that now practically the
under consideration
in
rejiublican siruigth 'will be cast fw
with pending bills."
the bill, whereas, wing to the long
1nOn tho conclusion of
reading estiai genieiit, it was considered that
of ihe message In the liou-e- .
th it would remiii'n a inaloriiv in,l,.ro.
sides vl.d with oach other in demon - uitut to nass th bill nn.i ih,.t tho
nut
st
Ions eif aiproval.
The house democratic party would be In
pooJ
linn took up the consi.leiaii i utiiKi ti,m to ta)0 fuji cmt for jt- - a
naval appropriation bi'J.
Puts Crimp in Standard Oil.
Agreement Reached on Ra! Bill.
The senate amendment to the radWliat practically ainounis io an way rate bill making pipe lines for
agreement in the existing di: 'lenC' s t ,,. tnoisiHirbat ion oi' oil
concerning the court re h v
it tires carriers, within the- meaning
of tim
of the railway rate bill,
interstate commerce art. wn utianl- reached by the s nale c f'erence, in usly adopted.
which extendod over last we K, and
Vote on Smoot in Two Weeks.
Senator Allison will oiler an
The senate committee on privilege
drment conferring jurisdiction
and elections divided today to vota
u
cuii courts to l:ear and
on the Smoui cate on May IS.
suits brouv'lit a'a:n.--i the ; eersta'-T! e a lllellil-- ' STATEHOOD CONFEREES WILL
coinmerce cotnmis-ioincut will not suuze.-- t to t',. (Olllls
MEET AGAIN TOMORROW.
"
w hetlier
lo ir judicial le i v
shall SM ial to The Kvening Citizen.
be COIltilH il to
il (iles-aIhe
Washington, H. (.'., May 4
lib
ions
r w le Iht it shai! be
Williams, of Mississippi,
tltiiry into the Justness
r reasona leader of the democrats in the bousje,
bb 1U s of the ra'es tixed bv th coin- is (i ip inning Lis policy of coinpsdllng
li;is.-ie.the pn etice of a quorum to transact
Senator I.ong. who made the prin-j- i any
This he will coutinuu
ip.il ei; il
nt for the bouse 'o do U'it
lut btatehiHfil bill bhall bo
bill, and Seii.i'ors Aldrica and Crane,
from the conf rence
leaders of the lnoM ineiit sei king an
Tile conferees
will uieet
am, tuliuent provld.ug for u broa.1 a.a:n tomorrow.
T.ie first amiil-nieb- t
d
couir. review,
themselves
to ttie rate bill, offered by Ixxlge
today as fainng the
propo;d was adopt, d by a oio i.f 75 to 0.
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Whist as mi addition to the cur
riculum of high schools and academics
is advocated by Mrs. Harry G. Noel of
who Is president of the
St.
Women's Whist league of America.
She has written her reasons especially
for The Eevening Citzen:

"

AN OLD SOLDIER

Harry G. Noel.
I regret that whist is played with
the same cards that are used in poker,
bridge and such games. If more young
people were taught to play whist Intelligently, they would find leRS attraction in the gambling games with
cards.
Whist should be studied as are the
dead languages, for the immtal trainBy Mrs,

Rheumatism
and With a Large Family to Support
With

I
f
f

B

ABILITY?

v

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Broker
917 Chemical Building. St.

L011H

WANTED.

H. BRIGGS & CO..

Girl

work. Mrs. O.
her avenue.
WANTED A
per week. Box

for general house-N- .
Marron, B10 Kele- -

flrst-clas-

Prop'rt.

s

177,

barber, $15
Las Cruces,

N. M.
WANTED
Two men for dairy farm.
to
Apply
Must be good milkers.
Matthews' Jersey Dairy.
WANTED Railroad ticket to (In- cago or St. Louis. Address, Vita
particulars. R. H. .1., Citizen.
oung .i'ly
irA.Mcii losition uy

Both Phones

ooooosooooo

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

EXECUTIVE

fe.o

"ALVARADO PHARMACY
First and Gold Ave.

ad

...,50c $8

$6.00
$1.50 Up

MAY 4, 1906.

TVS TIYUTIONS

vm

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $ioo,COO

Tele-

or call, anil the ad will appear accordlng to your with.

ilh the r.iprity tor Reftinir results frnni others
u
fur earn inn it l,.k niderlalnncs arc hi arte. If
U.
wrne u. toiav. Mating ro!uu..n
smh
at"! we wiil if 11 yoti of employer
who need
.
(
Mart-Bi-rne.ipal'li: Mtu e, .ftverti.infr .Traffic and .eneral
ittiyerv ( 're'lit Men, Auditors, Secrerariett, 'I
a year.
etc., and uill pav from i 009 to
M my irot poaitions for men having; moucy tu invest
vMli tli-- ir
rrw e. f Mftres in it rices.

WANTED

vS

dict,

Union or Postal

u"

offices for an A. D. T. messenerr
Citizen office, or telc- -

M.--

MERCHANDISE.

THE WIDOW OF

Crippled

the Western
TELEPHONE
graph
with the cash to The
send your

Cont.

itv

u

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
by our want aria, as well fa gold nenrly everything we have advertised through them.

TAKING

J

f

W1

Daily by Carrier, 60c per month
mm

H

'

BANK

Per Word Insertion

One Cent

A (JURAT

ARIDY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
so. we can secare tt for you by a smalt
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It coaly costs

:

SATISFACTION
MEDICINE;
TO KNOW
EVERY QUANTITY, QUALITY AND
INGREDIENT IS PERFECT, AND
THAT
THEY ARE ACCURATELY COMPOUNDED.
IF YOU WILL INVEST!-(ATE OUR METHODS OF DOING BUSINESS, YOU WILL
HAVE
CONFIPERFECT
DENCE IN EVERY PACKAGE
REARING OUR LAPEL. THE
LA PEL
THAT INDICATE.?
MEDICAL
THE BEST IN

13

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
-S
A I .EiTousehold
goods. 4T7
FOIlWest Lea l nvenue.
buggy,
SALE
FOR
pny, harness and saddle. W. H.
McMillion, real estate dealer. 211
West Gold avenue.
TOIlSAl7E
Two sets oi RileTvIng,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
uarber shop
FOR SALE A first-clasnt a bargain. It Is the best shop
in the best location, with the best
trade In the town, with the best
future of any town In the southwest. Write at once. E. D. Williams. Las Cruces, N. M.
e
lOll SALK-cai- n; (25,000 rancn at a
will
small property In
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested In mines? t have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
way.
FOR SALE A large imercaniile busl-nesenjoying a most excellent,
trade, and controlling business for
a large scope of country; or will
sell half. Can engage in the sheep
and cattle business; also gristmill.
Good bargain for some energetic
man with from $fi,000 to $8,000 to
invest. Call at The Citizen office
for particulars.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE
TO EXCHANGE I have 'ome ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadtlen, 300 South Broadway.
exchange man.
Tho
McSPADDEN
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway
TO EXCHANGE
I "have property in
Illinois,
Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Ilrnartwav

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

s

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

bar-tak-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

stenographer, with experience. Address, "Stenographer," this eiifico.
Painless Extracting
1
WANTED Man and wife to run
boarding house four to bIx men;
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
DEPOSITORY FOR THE "ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
man will bo furnished work on the
ANTEED.
grade. M. P. Stamm.
Gentlemen's second-hanWANTED
ing It affordB.
clothing.
515 South First streejt,
No.
SAM
UNCLE
FROM
GETS $3 MONTH
observaIt teaches concentration,
south of viaduct. Send address and
tion and calculation, and exercises the
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
memory. It has this advantage over
WANTED
.Men's washing and lace
Friends here have written t: Hon the dead languages, however, that it
curtains to launder. Hand work;
W. 11. Andrews, delegate to congress affords pleasure in its pursuit, while
satisfaction guaranteed. Mrs. Lug
from New Mexico, asking him to the student of the languages must ofB. F. COPP.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
use Ills influence toward having ten force himself to the work.
jood
men,
any number
ANTED
be'en playing whist ever
the nousionof Mrs. Cynthia E. Lant I have
for rock work; southern Arizona;
since I was large enough to hold the
increased from $8 to 12 per month.
Officer and Director.
wages,
30c an hour; work guaranDelegate Andrews has answered cards in my hands. However, I would
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
.
years.
President
AbraInquire
for
teaching
not
three
the
teed
of
udvbe
the
power
that
In
to
his
will
all
he
do
that
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
.........
Vice Prestdent
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
get the ,pon.fcn Increased, hut sug game be commenced so soon, as the
FRANK
McKEE
Cashier
K
avenue, under Elite rooming house
Bernard S. Rodey.
gests Uiat. Mrs. I.ar.e take some study Is tew deep for tho youu
R. A. FROST
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAssistant Cashier
Albuquerue WANTED Pig mail order hous
course to have congress pa? a special minds.
H, F. RAYNOLDS
Director
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
I do think it would be extremely
wants local assistant as dlstrlc'
act In her case.
pertaining
made
lie
business
to
profession
should
if
whist
beneficial
the
of
counties.
widow
few
Isaac
Per
distributer
Is
for
the
Mts. Iane
V. S. DEPOSITORY.
. J vEiJi!c
mancnt work. Salary, $18, pal
an old soldier, who was a pri- one of the- sitijilvs in the higher Will practice in all courts of the terriand before tbe United State
weekly from home office, and ex
vato of Company G, Fifth Regiment, schools and academies, first for the tory
.
Authorized Capital
penses. Expense money advanced
$500,0000
Mr. Lane mental training, and second, because land office.
Iowa Volunteer infantry.
help to resist the
Ira M. Bona.
Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Address
No investment required.
Paid
applied for a pension on the liHth of the knowledge willHumbling
$250,000.00
games.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
Standaj'd Company, Cotno block
December, l'JOO. He died in this city attraction of the
N.
D.
W.,
C.
Washington,
Pensions,
although
Chicago.
1901,
on the 2fith of January,
Depository for Atchison, Topeka Jr. 6anta Fe Railway Company
Jiis application for a pension was not ing. Oswald has been tiie principal lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
LOST.
MALE HELP WANTED.
patents,
letter
marks,
claims.
trade
,u
February,
against
witness
number of thieves
allowed until the 5:h of,
Wages paid while LOST I idy's fountain pen. Finder
MEN WANTED
R. W. U. Bryan.
1903, and he never received any of its and by his testimony has been instruto Citizen office and receive
learning
trade; situathe
barber
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWmental in securing convictions against
Albuquer
benefits.
reward.
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Mr. Lane's death left his wife several, some of whom are now in que. N. M. Office, First National
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
AGENTS WANTED.
penniless, with a big family on her the territorial penitentiary. The two Rank building.
Cal.
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
Men in 'eacn state to
WANTED
hands, and she is In a crippled con- men arrested will be given a preliminE. W. Dobson.
WANTED
Good men, any number
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWtravel, post signs, advertise and
dition; In fact, a helpless invalid. ary hearing at Nogal Saturday.
Office Crcm
Arizona;
southern
rock
work;
for
leave samples of our goods. Salary
Stnce the death of her husband, Mrs.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
,..,-,- 1.
AT THE
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
lane, who Is a rheumatic, has to Tje PUEBLOS A ATTRACTION
Abrayears.
Inquire
for
DENTISTS.
three
teed
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
wheeled about in an invalid's carON CONEY ISLAND
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
Atlas blork, Chicago.
riage; t'e is unable to take a step,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
avemie, under Eliteroomlng house AGENTS WAITED San Francisco
even with crutches; her left arm is
Surgeon.
Dental
san fran- earthquake disaster; thousands killentirely useless, and her right arm THIRTEEN MEN AND THREE WORooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over Destruction
ALBUQUERQUE, N. ,M.
MEN FROM TESUQUE AND SAN the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
CISCO" Best book; large profits;
alnioHt as had, though she can use the
ed and injured; $500,000,000 worth
ILDEFONSO ENGAGED.
act quick. Sample free. Gbbe
index linger and thumb of the right
of property destroyed. Full and auBoth 'phones. Appointments made by
company, 723 Chestnut street, PhilWe want your banking hnslness, whether your account be large
hand. Her daughters have to lift her
thentic story told by survivors and
Sixteen Indians from the vicinity of mall.
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
adelphia, Pa.
eye witnesses. Largest and best
tram place to plate, the same as an Santa
D.
O.
Alger,
S.
J.
Edmund
be
one
will
Fe
of the features
courtesy, tho account will warrant. We take every precaution to
lex)k ; best illustrated; SO per cent
Infaot. Her first attack of the rheuOffice
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
Coney Island In New York City all
FOR RENT.
guard the Interests ot our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
matism was in July, 1895, and, al- at
agents;
profit
to
freight
paid;
p.
m.;
1:30
12:30
m..
8:30
hours,
a.
to
this
Tobey,
summer.
Maurice
the
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
FOR RENT OR SALE A tent cheap.
though she placed herself under the agent
given; outfits free. Send 4
credit
p.
p.
Ap
5
m.
to
Telephone
m.
4t2.
amusement
for
this
to Its care receives tho PERSONAL attention of one of its tpfflcers.
Apply forenoons or evenings at 702
two-ce'stamps for postage. Adcare of physicians, her ailment stead- concern has bee,iimmense
at the Capital City polntments made by mall.
West Coal avenue.
ily grew worse with each recurring tor some days, visiting
dress Cooper & Co., 134 Lake streef,
the
DIRECTORS.
PHYSICIANS.
year, until she has become absolutely
rooms over
Chicago, 111.
FOR RENT Furnished
and San Ildefonso villages and has
comDry
helpless.
Goods
Golden
y
Rule
the
w
.u. rivie.
.1. j. w r.i. .uain.
ej.
i. a. jj I ii..
In securing
.i.mvw..
fourteen
DR. R. L. HUST,
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
pany.
for Just succe'eded
Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
U
Mrs. Iane made application
K. A. MIERA.
F. II. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
from the Tesuque Pueblo. The
pension, on the 15th day cf July, 1901, braves
Phelan.
,0
B.
JAY
HUBBS.
J.
HERNDON.
A.
Bldg.
N.
Armljo
Office,
T.
II.
will
by
Indians
Juan
headed
about six months after the death ot Gonzales, a San Ildefonso
a
Co
Tuberculosis treated with High- - FOR RENT Three to six room
Indian, who
OCXXDCOOOOOOCOO OO CCCZ?CCCCICCCCX
tier husband, and her application was wa3 one of the forty-eighouses, modern. W. H. McMillion.
Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
aborigines
On
Furniture,
Organs,
Pianos.
September,
Horses
allowed on the 12th of
real estate broker, 211 West Gold Wagons
micide. Treatments given each flay
who spent the season of 189:1 in Chiand other Chattels; also on
1902, at t per month. She is a
avenue.
cago, as an attraction at the World's from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
,
SALARIES AND
RE- lO
many
Bub-tlady's
and the
"OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED !7I
FOR RENT Five room
furnished CEIPTS, as low asWAREHOUSE
grounds, and who consequently In attendance. Roth 'phones.
Fair
$10.00 and as high A
friends In this city, where "Dad" Is an authority on entertainment. The
bath,
all
piano,
house;
modern
and
SHADRACH,
CK. W. G.
as
e
$200.00.
a
quickly
Loons
made
duty
LJ&ne, her husband, did police
lA
reasonable. and strictly private.
party will consist of thirteen men anil
ES.
Rent
conveniences.
Time:
One
for many years before his death, three women, nil of whom will remain Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
903 Forrester Place.
year
regiven.
one
to
month
Goods
In
her in New York four months, receiving
would like to see an increase
and Throat.
FOR RENT Highland meat market. main in your possession. Our rates
pension.
$20 per month and board for their Oceullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat,
Rest business location In thev city. are reasonable.
Call and see us beVi
313
tines.
Olllce,
Railroad
West
Fe
services. The pariy
Santa
Apply to Charles Conroy, 501 South fore borrowing.
avenue.
WILD NIGHT RIDE OVER
on Tuesday next.
Arno street.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. ra. and 1.30 to 5
Grain
FOR RENT
Three furnished rooms Steamship tickets to and from all
NEW MEXICO PRAIRIES MUTINEERS AT THE
p. n
parts of the world.
for housekeeping, at 302 SouV.i SecMILITARY INSTITUTE.
UNDERTAKER.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
ond street. No invalids or children
A Roswell dispatch to the Denver
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocerle
BROTHERS CALLED TO BEDSIDE Republican
315 West Railroad Ae.
desired.
In the Soutnwest.
115.
says:
phone
31fi.
Auto.
Red
Colo.
OF THEIR FATHER MAKE FIFTY
OFFICES.
PRIVATE
A. BORDERS,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
and disoliedience of orders
MILE DASH IN AUTOMOBILE AT wasMutiny charge
Open
Evenings.
or without board, at the Roosevelt
City Undertaker.
the
that was br ught
DEAD OF NIGHT.
FARM AND
WAGONS
against forty cadets of the New Mex- Commercial Club Building. Black
House, 30914 West Railroad avenue.
GROCERY
F.
management.
$5.
ico
Miss
by
new
and
hearse,
Military
white
Wednesday,
Under
institute
becoming
rapidly
The automobile is
AND MEAT MARKET
Moore.
faculty and board of reg nts. All
ALBUQUERUE. N. M. Q
RAILl DAD AVENUE
the vehicle of necessity In this vici- the
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALE.
placed
were
iiuilding.
arrest,
under
were
Albright
and
FUR
RENT
Tne
Range.
Numerous
nity, says the Raton
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
corner of North Third street and
record-breakin- g
runs are being made offered the euoico of being expelled
once or complying with the follow- ford, rooms 4 G 47, Barnett building
Copper avenue. Suitable for stores
by the owners of machines, but per- at
Building for sale or rent.
ing conditions:
A FONDNESS FOR WATER.
Alhuquerqu". N. M. Both 'phones.
and rooming house. Inquire at 312
haps the trip most full of
in
of
inclosures
Remain
'he
the
by
avenue.
West
Is
recently
made
Icad
that
made
is an inborn tract with civilized man
LAND
MATTERS.
Sperry Bros, auto Sunday niglit. A- grounds under arrest until the close
especially Is it commendable when,
FOR SALE;
A PAYING PROPOSITION.
fter th oastbound 1 rains bad all left, of the? present session, cuey all fuH. W. S. Otero,
coupled with a fondness for cleanlijfhousc'iiold
Foil
AlPklnds
SALE
apologize
ture
orders,
faculty
the
to
by
the Santa
Horace, who is employed
United States Court Commissioner,
ness. Modern plumbing now offers
street.
501
Fourth
Thirty-South
furniture,
twenty
walk
tours,
penalty
and
703 West Silver avenue.
that one
every improved facility for the full
Will attend
Fe & Eastern, rececelved word
with,
COMPANY.
PORTERFIELD
con111
agreed
comply
to
founup
the
soda
to
date
near
office
to matters before the land
lXlirSALlOne
exercise of this virtue In luxurious
hia father was dangerously
110
Gold
ditions
West
Co.,
expelled.
Avenue.
re
nine
cheap.
tain,
and
Furniture
Those
wi
at
Star
come
Denver and urging him to
baths; but It does more, as it gives
CIVIL ENGINEER.
t
We-sM.
Arrington
expelled
L'M
were
Gobi
J.
avenue.
and
ti.
by
which
perfe-c- t
once. The only possible train
sanitation to house drainage;
S.
Ciinnell,
Canadian,
C.idei
ColoTexas:
was
the
so that tho evils of sewer gas, foul
he could reach Denver
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
J. R. Farwell,
Dunn,
Moliestic,
Texas;
Cadet
Folsom
iu
leaving
odors and other sources of disease are
rado & Southern
Room 23. N. T Armllo Rnlldlna.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Notarial
work and conveyancing.
Colorado, Texas; I). M. MiBroadway.
done away with. But only modern,
the early morning. Within a few ller,
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
11.
Valley,
N.
message
Mo
M.;
Luke
H.
re.
receiving
the
sanitary plumbing can do this the
minutes after
MERCHANT TAILORING
SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
Full
M.;
N.
Socorro,
Darlway
Roswell.
Paul
llird.
to the
work done by the Standard Plumbing
Mr. Reno was on his
miles
five and one-haKelly's,
Thos. K. D. Maddlson,
ing ranch, on the new St. Louis, Rocky N. M : George My, is, ILIlsboro, N. Office with W. B. Childers, 117
and Healing Compnny Is tho kind.
Ut south of city.
OVER NO. 209 WEST
UPSTAIRS.
M.;
W.
Denver,
Mackenzie,
II.
Colo.
his
Mountain & Pacific route, where
Gold avenue.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMStandard Keating & Plumbing Co.
FOR S .VLiSmainitocir merchant! ise
brother, Herbert, was employed with
BINI, PROPRIETOK.
L. McSpadden, 300
T.
a
bargain.
at
ACCOUNTANT.
Colo., Red 284; Autohour
Nearly
corps.
Both 'Phones:
nil
OFFICIAL MAT1ERS
the engineering
South Broadway.
tgpv B ifcNT
671.
matic,
was spent at this ranch before deparMy
tailoring
Is
merchant
siiop
Books aud FOR SALE Good business property,
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
ture for Folsom. and then the two New Members cf Mounted Police.
over No. 209 West Railroad aveltetl, statements prepared, Improved
two lots on West Railroad avenue. nue, where I solicit
brothers were whirled away into the
the patronage of
llageriiian
appointed
Governor
sys
has
years'
Twenty
ems
installed.
Bakery.
Impure
at
French
New
darkness across the stretch of
the public. All work guaranteed first
1 1
W. Collier of Silver City, and
guaranJohn
.1.
experience.
Satisfaction
busT-nes-s
forty-eiga
good
miles to
S A LE1)RTRAI)Ea
Mexico prairie,
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
W. liirch of Las Ci uces, mem
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Subject to the perfection of our plans now under way, we
will give an option on any lots, not previously selected, in

CONFERENCE

Brilliant

Weddings.
Other News Items of
General Interest.

if

Several highly
Londi ii. May 4.
interesting and important finds In the
shape of Egyptian sculptures, recently discovered, have been placed on.
Foreview (it the British Museum.
most among tlvm is u collection of
three statues of Usartosen III, who
reigned about LMnn H. c. representing
the king nt three different periods
of his life, in youth, in middle age,
and as an old man with sunken
cheeks. The figures are of gray granite, measure a little over five feet in
height, and show the king wearing
Kgyptian apron,
the characteristic
upon which is inscribed his name In
hieroglyphics.
There is also a collosaf limestone
figure of Ainenophis I, who reigned
alKHit l"i'iO U. C., representing
the
king as the god Osiris, wearing the
red and white crown, symbolizing
upper and lower Egypt. On the back
of the statue is a portion of an inscription, which reads: "Amenhstep,
beloved of Amen, Ixird of the Thrones
of the Two Lands, giving life."
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HOW IT FEELS TO BE THE

WOW

TALLEST

If! THE WORLD

Miss Hose Wedsted, who is now
with Itarnum & Bailey's circus, claims
tbe distinction of being the tallest
woman in the wcrld. The following
article, written especially
for The
Evening Citizen, demonstrates that
she takes dt light in her unique
By Miss Rose Wedfted.
New York. May 4. I am asked
how it feels to be tho tallest womau
in the 'world.
In a word, I will say
that my 7 feet 8 V4 Inches make me a
happy woman, and I would rather be

a foot taller than

12 inches shorter.
along very nicely, and I have
become used to sleeping In beds two
feet too stioit for nie and sitting In
chairs that creak under my weight.
The greatest compensation
that
comes from nature's kind gift to me
is in the fact that I can look down
Upon all the little men and women
around me and feel that sense of
superiority and distinction which it
seems to me tall pe pie always feel
toward short persons.
There is power ill strength and

church ceremony was session will be held. In the afternoon
followed by a reception at the house the visitors will take a sail among
of the bride's parents.
the Islands of Casco Bay, and in the
evening the annual banquet will be
served, the convention will close on
SOCIETY OF OKLAHOMA. Saturday, with two business meetings.
K! R. no, Okla., May 4.
The annual Hamilton W. Mabie, the president of
Someeting of the German-America- n
tbe fraternity, will preside at all the
ciety of Oklahoma is in session here, me 'tings. An interesting feature of
and nearly 2,000 members, from all the convention will be the. public litparts of tho territory, are in attend- erary exercises to be held tills evenance. An elaborate and interesting ing at Kotschmar hall. The program
TALLEST MAN.
program, including an outing and will include an oration by Hamilton
W. Mabie, the president of tho fragames, has been prepared for tho
ternity, and a poem by Arlo Bates,
professor of English at the Massa- LUMBERMEN
HOLD THEIR
cllusetts Institute 'of Technology, a
ANNUAL CONVENTION.
noted son of Maine,
This meeting
Memphis, Tenn., May 4 Several will be the only part of the conven- hundred hardwood lumbermen, from Hon open to tho general public.
I
I'- 2J
all parts of the country are in attendance at the national convention BOHEMIA HOLDS NORTH
INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION.
of the National Hardwood Association, which opened yesterday. The
Keh henberg. May The North
local club of hardwood lumbermen 'Bohemian Industrial Exposition was;
has made every exertion o give the opened here toilay with all exhibits-visitors a doyal welcome anil has pre- in place and in the presence of an
pared an Interesting program for their enormous crowd of visitors from all
entertainment.
Many important matparts of Europe. It will remain open
ters will come up for consideration until Oct ber 31. It is designed
discussion,
convention,
at this
and
to show the products of the
among other things, the question of 'German shaking Austrian provinces.
how to induce the railroad companies
Tile exposition is beautifully locatto furnish a sufficient number of cars ed and of exquisite architecture. The
for the transportation of lumber when buildings are on the first terrace ol
needed.
uplands, overlooking the city and valley of Koichenberk, with a large ar- GIRLS' GREEK LETTER
UHclal
below, and surrounded
SOCIETY ASSEMBLES in every lake
direction by pine-clamoun
Schenectady, N. Y., May 4 Schen-- ; tains, which, during most of the expoectady high school became the ren-- j sition period, will be topped with
desvous place of hundreds of more or snow.
less charming young women, who, Ai'ebdtike
Karl, being
Ferdinand
came to this city from nil parts of the the chief jat ron
exposition, as
of
east to attend the convention of the well as the official the
representative of
Theta Sigma Sorority, which met at the emperor, opened the exposition
the high sc'iool auditorium yesterday in person by touching the tlectric
tit the invitation of the high school, button,
which
the machinery of
Chapter of the Sorority. An elaborate t.ie expesiti n set
in motion.
It is beprogram
and execeedingly strenuous
lieve,! Unit
emptror will visit tho
Ins been prepared for this gathering.; ev; Mit ion tlie
bit.r on in the s, asefti.
which inclu les a large number of so- exposition
is the lirst
gri at
cial events, with one or two short' This
held in Bohemia and showing
in. wonderful industrial development1 the
meetings sandwiched
oi
The: e whs
n last
big
a
"OL.
;i:on;i: u ;i:r.
kingdom, which is famous f r its
t veiling; a dance at the Mohawk
Golf the
Col. (iinrge AtiL'er. pie u!:i st man
ilv ;, its gla.-s- ,
text
taii.ien-itchina and
C'leb; a brniuct on Friday evening,
jewelry, artitlcial
ware.
llowors ' i "e world, is l f, t I.
He was
and another reception on Saturday af-- : an
I
ornaments,
l.iec and many born In Cardiff. Wai-The picture
is
at
largest
the
Eyck.
Ten
fernoon
The
iowk
him
posed
hi
une
with
valuable
products. The
ie midgets,
delegation
hayo been sent by the other
Komell,
xposition n!so
iiltalns an interest'- Emest
Stoetfler.
chapters in Albany, llingharipton, iing
Caroline
M
ry,
Haas
on
display
Louis Stoi
eduea: ion and '
and
for s!
Syracuse, Co'uleskill and Rochester.
w
agriculture.
.lose combine
is less
:
'ban one half hat
the Cardiff
GREEK LETTER FRATERNITY
GERMAN-AMERICA-

GENERAL CONFERENCE OF
SOUTH METHODIST CHURCH.
Pirtiiingham, Ala., May 4. 1 ne general conference of the Methodist Episcopal church, south, opened here yesterday with a large attendance
oi
delegates, from all parts of the south.
This conference is of unusual importance, as some important changes
in the chinch ritual will be proposed
Among
and thoroughly discussed.
these changes are the following: To
confer upon unordained ministers,
who may have pastoral charges, the
right to administer sacraments and
to perform the mariage ceremony. To
establish a department of home missions under the auspices of the general board of missions, with an assistant secretary on charge, to lie
elected by the board. To secure a uniform system of representation in district conferences throughout tho state.
To ask that the general conference
spend more money upon the Christian
Advocate and to enlarge and improve
that organ of the church. And, finally,
to extend the pastors' time limit from
four to eight years.

d

BISCUIT KING'S DAUGHTER
MARRIED.

St.
Greenwich. Conn., May 4.
Mary's Roman Catholic church was
the scene of a brilliant wedding
when Miss Jane Green, one
of the four (laughters of A. W. Green,
the "Biscuit King" arid president of
the National Biscuit company, became
the wile of Orviile Browning Carrott,
f Quincy, 111., a trusted employe of
the company. Archbishop Kiordan of
San Francisco, who married Mr. and
Mrs. Green, officiated at the nuptial
mass, and was assisted
by bis
brother, the Rev. Daniel Kiordan of
nicago, ami ine nov. j. j.
pastor of St. Mary's. A special train
from New York brought a large
number of prominent society people
to this city to attend the reception,
which was given at Belle Haven,
the beautiful count ly seat of the
Oreens, near this city.
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HOLD

NATIONAL

CONVENTION.

Pen bind, Me., May !- .- Hundreds f
delegates, representing chapters of
the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, in till
parts of the I'tiited States, are assembled her. to attend the national
convention of the fraternity, which
oj.et.ed formally yesterday morning.
The convention was called to ihis
city at the invitation of Howdoin
Chapter of Howdoin college, which
has made the most elaborate prepira-tion- s
for the reception ami entertainment of the visitors. Last night there
was an informal reception anil smol.er
at the Falmouth Hotel, but the first
bn.iiness reshion of the coineiition
was held this morning. In the afternoon (.he delegates will go to
Hrupswick and visit Iiowdoln coiler-e- .
Lunch will lie served.....to them at, the
'..?...,..
Tl...
...ill
to-.i ue
will re Ul II
this evening, to attend the big conlud).
vention
Tomorrow morning another business

I
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WAY OF MAKING

FINEST PLATE GLASS.
4.
Washington.. D. (V, M.-.The
I'liite.l States vice consul at Nuremberg reports a new invention in the
glass plate industry which, he believes, wil bring about a revolution
It is the invention of
in the naile.
M. Foiircauit, a I'.elgian. who luis sold
his patent lo the European syndicate
manufacturers,
of plate :;lass
for
million dollars. I Ins syn- nearly
con
ts of (lernian. French and
P.elglan ::i iiifaet nrets, and one llo-- i:
y.x
lit befto, in t he mak-- .
hemiau fai
:i
ing of w in ,v glass, t he molt i n
Mown into cjlindeis
stance lias
y
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General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOK SALE Ranches, one and one-half miles south of Albuquerque;
suitablo for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, aliout three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed' by
two ditches; best Irrigating conditions; raise anything; best Boil ia
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees Cor
transplanting.
LOTS in different parts of the city.
Vill sell cheap on monthly payment
plan.
E

Special Record Breaking Offer.
TWO LOTS, one big store witn fuil
" 'l'"li4itf,
"
.'V"jl
n
stock of general merchandise; two
'''t'j5
r
J550;
3
extra rooms lu store; large back
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
MISS ROSE WEDSTED. TAU.EST WOMAN IN THE WORLD.
huse adjoining the store.
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Prices and other Information, dephysical greatness.
pounds, and while I am in proportion,
sired made known on application in
How small rind Insignificant seem I find It very difficult while traveling
person or writing to owner.
the nun of today compared with theito find seats and beds that will bear
up my weight.
earth's giants of centuries ago.
In traveling I find that short peo-a-t
While I know that the people stare)
me wherever I K, I still believe pie predominate in the cities, while
I am! country
I air. admired by them all.
folks are usually tall and
923 So. Second St.
certain ihat men are inclined to favor healt iiier looking. That unquesti::n-tal- l
w tie ii.
for I have more than ably is due to tin- fact that In the Albuquerque,
New Mexico
my share of suitors, and they tell mej country jieoplo have plenty of good,
that r n:t!l w men have no fascination lucilthful exercise, breathe God's pure
MMHM
in.
lor
1
air and enjoy the sunlight.
I have always liked to romp In the
year, and when I
am u my
and CURE the LUNGS
a s
s tall as mv mother, country and not a day passes that I
was 7
rest. litj.e woman but do not take pi' nty of recreation in
who K
W,TH
iclic s. Mv father was t he open air.
only
Worry stunts growth and I never
believe tint much
at., and
a shot t
my mother was due permit myself t j have an unhappy
of h'.-H '
that tin' was fully six moment. Like so many of your
to
r than lie.
American girls, I insist upon my InVniuciiucTinu
Whed a .i - i,o: n, iii a little town in dependence, and the best way for me
Prlca
' wijoiiiriioi
x
but
pounds, to earn a living is to ex'.iibi' mysill
Fin'unL I weiij;.c
FOR I 1.GhSan,,
50c & $1.00
per'ecMy
a
child,
m
as
u
W.I
"
am. even if they do call
normal
'.ll.ll
Fret Trial.
ri moved 1o Copenhagen, "freak," which I am not.
Our f.'ti
tiurHHt
I
und
tiiiiiiKonr.
itnrA
am
Ii- innai
frr ml
began to
iittii therea healthy and norma"1'
THROAT and LUNO TROUB-- !
prop rt ions.
am si ill
woman, ami the fa1: that I
eop gi
LEB, or MONKI BACK.
may be am two feet taller thnn tho average!
grow in. in physicians say
several ri: s iallT h" anot'lier year. woman is only a matter for admiraI.C.pe I Will'.
I
tion.
sine
i
Yes, ti be the tallest woman in the LAND FRAUD CASES GO
my only real dis''om-- r
M
A.
OVER TO ANOTHER TERM
t
tip tie scales a' I!a
world is a splendid distinction.
for:. V,
A Roswell dispatch saystThe trial
of Chester L. Tallmadge," n. H.
E.
Tallmadge, Carl C.
brutal and harsh treatment, ami that Young
INSANE ASYLUM OF
and John H. McGiustry on the
AHUUNA btlS SCOKING. more force than is necessary h.ir, bet-charge of land fraud will not come up
Tl. I' oeiiiv (laen,- says Ilia- - the used in attending to patients in thU
at the present term of the United
ward.
jury, iijioti
a c I'lt.'j gran
Mai a
States court. Of the four new indicttin"The grand jury roe nimemis thai ments
inatiaKoment of the
vest
that were returned by tha
the grand Jury
for tlie insane, the board of control invest igat
terrii ial asylum
the court late Wednesday
conduct of two attendants.
foun in p an as follows:
afternoon
heard arguments to tha
"The jury recommends a thorough demurrers.
'"1 be s: waul, removed
sunn time
W. If. H. Llewellyn. Uniago by ill lioe.r-- of control, is found investigation of the a svlum twice
with a view of ascert lining it ted Stated attorney for New Mexico,o.
re. supplies, consisting
to ba
who has been conducting the prosecu-tinneat, etc.. intended for tlie place is being conducted as it
of ice. i,,
left for las Unices on the autoan b ui;h' by the terri-,- should be"
the
mobile stago line.
us.own
tamily."
of
his
tori
A Mountain of Gold
hi ii 'ii s t lie appoint-The i,
Death from Appendicitis
superintendent, could not bring as much happiness to dei i'i a'e in the same ratio that the
lllel.! el
Mrs. I.ik ia Wilke, of Car line, Wis., use of Dr. King's New Life Pills ins. w bo shall be a
1.1
If
duty it shall be to as did one "." box of Ilucklen's Ar-i- i creases. They save you from danger
sician, an
'!i-a.liniiiis' rat ion of all u ii Salve, when it completely curd stid bring quick and painless relouse
Sllperilit'
l
ivi s
a running sore oti her leg, which Iiad from const inat im and the Ills grows.
-long years. (Ireatest ing ut of it. Strength and vigor al-tortui't.l her
it. j iry ti'uls 'htr pa'i-n- ls
Tie
w:i;r .,, termed the 'vto-!- . antiseptic healer of piles. Wounds,
(tilltitl,
ays follow the-i(luaranteed
use.
ik sllbmitte,!
to inid Sores. ;'5c at all druggists.
lent u, itby ail druggists.
ZoC
Try them.
i.
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BANK

A.

'

prin-icipall- y

forded by modern improvements.
It docs not require a large
amount of money to start a bank
account. Place the money with
which you pay your bills, in the
bank. We will issue you a pass
book.
You can
then write a
check for each, obligation; these
checks come back to the bank and
are returned to you when we balance your pass book. These checks
are Indisputable receipts for every
cent you pay out.
After you have started to carry
on your business by a checking account you will find it a necessity,
and that without a bank account
you are at a disadvantage.

ALBUQUERQUE,

ift.

il

on foot, white his neighbor who
keeps an account at tho bank ia
traveling at a rate of speed af-

THE

I get

Tin

Ih

bank account is traveling

ROSE WEDSTED, WHO IS 7
FEET 8i2 INCHES HIGH, SAYS
SHE IS A HAPPY WOMAN.

Cram.
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T

a

TWAIN MADE ONE FLESH
IN HIGH SOCIETY CIRCLES.
New York. May 1. The wedding of
of
Miss Lillian Morrison, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Mtirrison of
ihis city, and William J. Tingus. Jr.,
ilac-in All
Soul's church,
look
Fourth avenue and Twentieth street,
at 4 o'clock p. in. yesterday. Miss
Natalie Morrison, a sister of the bride,
was the lr.ai'.t cf houur, and the
bridesmaid- - were Mi's Abby Putnam Moi risen, a cous n of the bride,
nr.d the Missis Mildred Marbeck. Kate
De Forest Prentice, Katheriue Fisher,
Suzanne Morrill of ri'isioji, and Jean-vtt- e
's
Mr.
Abbott of Pittsburg.
man was his brother.
be,
Howard Tingue. and the ushers selecAli'tt
ted were K. I'. luierbriili-'c- .
W. Putnam, C. D. Mal'.ory, C Sherman llovt, Putnam Morrison. W. E.
and Howard
Doners, !:. T. (ires-- ,

--

good until MAY USth, without any deposit or obligation
on the part of either the buyer or seller.

NEW MUSIC FOR THE HYMN.
MY COUNTRY, 'TIS OF THEE.
New York, May 4. A new American national hymn, adapted to the
words cf ".My Country 'Tis of Thee,"
by its composer, Prof. Giacomo Qutn-tanand sung by a chorus of children, was the feature of a musical which Prof. Quintano gave at
last, evening.
the Waldorf-AstoriThe melody of the hymn, as composed by the professor, is said to be
worthy cf the stirring words of the
national
anthem.
This was the
first time that this composition has
been publicly performed.
The composer. Prof. Quintano, is a
violin virtuoso, lie was born cn
Washington's birthday, February 22.
1S71, in San Maria Capua Vet ere,
where Unite. Italy was proclaimed.
.
Twenty years later he came to
The composer was originally
intended for the career of a lawyer,
architect or soldier, but his love toi
the violin and music in general was
so great that be selected music as
his profession and studied under
Antonio Salvatore, concert master of
La Scala, to prepare himself tor adSalva-ormission to the Conservatory.
was so pleased with hia work
that he presented the loy with a valuable violin. In 18S7 Giacomo entered
the conservatory in Milan and Dvorak
became his teacher cf violin playing.
After having completed his studies
the young violinist came to New
York, where he made bis first public
appearance at a Campanini concert
at the Lenox Lyceum. He toured the
United States and Canada with the
Boston Quintette Club and later with
Mine. Helene Hastreiter, of the Metropolitan
Opera company.
Since
then he has frequently appeareil at
important
His
various
occasions.
new national hymn is dedicated to
the American people.
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Mrs. Samuel Pchutz of El Paso is
President
the guest of Albuquerque relatives.
Gradually, almost without realizing it, the United
The G. K. Warren post. No. 5, will
Is coming around to the adoption of the metric
States
o
serl-regular meeting tomorrow
hold a
The decline In the marriage and birth rate Ir so
In France as to tie made the subject of governmental system. The chnnge has been made voluntarily by many evening.
O
inquiries. In Enplnnd and other Kuropcnn countries the scientists on account of the ease of the decimal system of
TemperThe Woman's Christian
wma subject has attracted serious attention.
expression and the necessity for having an International ance Union will meet at the home of
It appears from statistics Just published that there standard in which the workers of one co'intry could easily Mrs. II. I!. Ilorden, 4o9 South Edith
has been a fall of 19 per cent In the marriage rate In Kuk-lan- d appreciate the writigs of another. The government by street, on Sunday Oafternoon.
since 1S70. In the English birth rate the decline

Business Manager

FRIDAY,

-x-x

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

The Financial Review,

W. T. McCREIQHT

W. 8. STBICKLER

-x-x-x
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..Choice Underwear..

Steady ISirtti Decline

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts.
That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he heeds. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

TJNDERWEAR

Regular services at Templo Albert
has been continuous since 1SI.", but the rate for 1904 Is various small steps has first legalized the system here this evening at 7:45 o'clock. "Cerethe lowest on record less than 2S per loon population, and then made It compulsory in a number of classes of monial and Spiritual Religion' sub-

leading physicians and statisticians have read papers work. The advocates of the system are
society, showing that
hefore the British Royal Satlstlcal
the fall in the birth rate has set in as n general and growing movement all over Kurope. Between the years 1876
snd 1901, It is shown that In England and Wales the
birth rate declined from 3 per cent to 2S per cent, in tin
German empire from 40 to 35, in Prussia from 40 lo 30,
In France from 26 to 22, in Austria from 40 to 3C.
In dealing with the causes of the phenomenon It was
pointed out that while war, Industrial depression, bad
crops, emigration and other recognized factors account In
a measure for the falling birth and marriage rates, they
could not explain the singular regularity nnd steadiness
of the movement. The conclusion that was drawn niay be
stated In a nutshell that the desire for ease and comfort,
the rising standards of living and the fear of poverty have
done more than natural and accidental Influences to bring
about the decile In fertility and the custom of postpolng
marriage or avoiding it altogether.

New Mexico Growllh

During the month of March, 112 homestead entries
were made in Torrance county and during the faur
months ending April 30, 543 of this kind of entry were
filed In the United States land office here. These figures
show conclusively that New Mexico Is settling rapidly.
In the Clayton and Roswell districts, which contain
the eastern counties of the territory, the entries have
been much greater In number and indeed three times as
Kreat. In the Santa Fe land district, there are many
private confirmed land grants, several extensive forest reserves and quite a number of Pueblo Indian grants and
reserves, hence the amount of public land for disposition
to settlers is not nearly as great as in the eastern portions of the territory.
Concluding from these facts, It can safely be assumed
that since the firit of the year the territory has gained
between 25,000 and 30,000 new inhabitants. The assertion, therefore, heretofore made by this paper that New
Mexico at this time contains fully 300,ooo people and
more Is but reasonable and rational. If the present tide
if immigration continues for another twelve months, and
the chanceB are that instead of decreasing it will increase
Kreatly, by the first of May, 1907, New Mexico will contain
400,000 people and its valuation of wealth will have Increased in the same gratifying ratio. New Moxic.m.
,

Lessora For
Hew Mexico
News for May, says, In a letter
The
Four-Trac- k

a!l enthusiasts,
and are ready to push the work of Introducing the international standard nnd nbolishlng the old whenever opportunity offers.
There Is now, says the Washington
Star, a bill before Congress making the metric system
Compulsory in all government business.
This bill ha:;
little opposition to face from any quarter, and thus wilj
probably be passed at the present session.
One of the most earnest advocates of the metric system in Washington is Dr. S. W. Stratton, director of the
government bureau of standards. The bureau has been
using the system ever since It was established, and while
of course It standardizes for the public In yards, pounds
and gallons, It uses the metric system exclusively In Its
work and translates the results for publication. Dr. Stratton, In speaking to a Star reporter, said:
"If the people at largo could fully appreciate the saving that will be Involved in the change to the metric
standard, and the fact that It will cost practically
it does come, the system would be adopted tomorrow. As it is, there is now a bill before Congress
that probably will be passed without opposition at the
present session providing for the adoption of the metric
system by nil the departments of the government. If
this is once done the general public will come quickly
to realize the convenience of the system and will begin
to think in metric terms. That done, all the trouble
will be over."
The bill referred to by Dr. Stratton was Introduced
by Mr. Littauer, nnd Is one of the shortest measures on
bill after Senrecord. It looks almost like the pure-foo- d
ator Money had struck out all except the enacting clause.
The vital provision says simply:
"That after the 1st of July, 1908, all the departments
of the government of the United States In the transaction of business requiring the use of weights and measures, shall employ the weights and measures of the metric system."
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Gold

Used to
Fight Trisco Fire
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Every Man May be Fitted.

O

Rebiknhs,

Triple Link
attention.
lodge. No. 10, meets In special session at 2:.'to Saturday afternoon at
Odd Fellows' hall. Please be present.
Sara Vann, N. G.

noth-lng'wh-

by

Gilson WUllots on "How They Do Things in Texas:"
Tourists In Texas are made to feel that they are the
personal guests of each man, woman and child. It is on
the great cattle ranges of west Texas that one funis tho
typical cowpunchcr. Often I joined a cowboy "outfit' at
The "men with the
their "grub" wagon at tho round-ubark on" would fasten a hit of meat ou a sharpened stick
to broil and invite me to
and hold it over the camp-firdo the same. Meantime there was hot coffee and the best
bot biscuit, seemingly, In the' world. That was real living
Then the boys would tell me stories of Texas. Once at a
cowboys' camp my wife was with me. "Thank you for
being here," said one of tho boys, addressing tny hearth-partne- r.
"You see," he added, "you save me a lot of
cussin by being here, for I never cuss before niy father

ject of Rabid Kaplan's address.
There will be no meeting of Adah
Chapter No. ". Order of the Eastern
Star, called off on account of Shrine.
Hy order of worthy matron.
Laura
Fluke, secretary.

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

The Indies of tho Grand Army of
the Republic met this afternoon at

tho home of Mrs. Harry Johnson, 706
West Sliver avenue, at 2:30 o'clock
In social session.
After the business
ffairs of the meeting had been dis
pensed with those present were re
galed with delightful refreshments.
O
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Donnally of 318
Haca avenue, entertained last evening In honor of their cousin, L. n.
Galhn of Trinidad. Colo., who Is vis
iting at the Donnally home. Those
present were Mrs. J. Shoupe, R. H.
H.
Donmally,
A.
Donnally. Miss
Sadie Stamm, Francis Dye, Barbara
Schaeffer,
Hausle,
Lulu
Pauline
Schneider, Mr. B. A. Donnally, Harry
D. Shoup, Joseph Rordlck, Frank
Everett Donnally, Al H.
Howdlck and Ieo Tl. Glahn.

50 C, per

garment. Choice thin Underwear in other good
fabrics, 7 5 c. to $4.50 per garment.

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

MAMBEEX

Mo

o
0

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

Mrs. Alfred

Grunsfeld, 1018 West
Railroad avenue, gave a luncheon
yesterday In the afternoon to thirty- two Indies, in honor of Mrs. Albert
Grunsfeld. who on Sunday leaves for
New York, where she will sail to
Europe for an extended visit. After
the luncheon, a tally-h- o
drive was
taken around the city. The affair
was marked by the liberal display of
flowers which decorated the Grunsfeld home.
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THE NAME

0

DR. M. A. CASEY

0

CHAUTAUQUA
POPULAR
THE
LECTURER WHO
WILL LECTURE AT THE FIRST M. E.
CHURCH
THIS EVENING,
ON
THE "DESTRUCTION OF SAN

0

Not only means the

FRANCISCO."

0

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.

O

Tmr,TjT--'
:. v'. ';:
When the fire began to ap
proach the United States mint, the employes got busy.
Most of the telephones were yet working, and hurry calls
were sent to all employes. These arrived and were put
at once to the work of barricading the windows and doors
with material that might successfully resist heat.
When the common material gave out, the iron win
dow and door shutters were made fast and the bullion
vaults were opened, and hundreds of bars of gold hulion
were carried up and piled behind the fire screens. It was
a Herculean task, for a common bar of bullion Is as much
or women-folk.- "
as one man wants to carry, but they saved the mint from
government has undertaken to superintend the damage, excepting on one side. In the upper story, where
. .The
introduction Into this country of the sacred cattle of India the fierce heat Fcorched and burned the Inside of some
tor breeding purposes. Recently Secretary Wilson sent unprotected rooms.
All night Wednesday the employes of tho mint stood
one of the best veterinarians of the department of agriculture to Indian in company with a prominent Texas guard on the roof amid showers of coals and flcrco heat
stockman, who intends to buy 100 sacred bulls and a of tho burning buildings around them, showering the top
Dr. Casey was an eye witness to
number of cows in order to establish the breed in the with water. When Thursday morning came, the mint
the devastation,
southwestern states. The reason why these cattle are stood like Gibraltar amid the ruins on every side.
and worked three
days and nights on tho relief corps.
desired by cattlmen Is that they are immune to pleuro0(MyvxXXXX)0-100X)X)X)00000- 0
His description of tlw conflagration
pneumonia, which has caused such heavy losses, through
is thrilling and Intensely Interesting.
Infection by cattle ticks. The ticks, it is declared, canAratlhxracatie
This morning he addressed the
not work on the sacred cattle. Experiments have been
high school for twenty minutes, to
inyears
on
to
for
demonstrate this fact. The
carried
the great delight of the entire sch:ol.
of sacred blood Into ordinary
troduction of
"Few men soe so much and tell it
Journal.
Courier
From
American cattle U said to be sufficient to maintain imso well," says the Detroit Free Press.
munity In the offspring.
XXXCOOOOCK'OOOCKD0X;X3C00 1 Several members of his old
church in Toledo, Ohio, are stopping
In discussing for publication the negative reply of at the Alvarado, remaining over a
New Orleans Times Democrat:
The Southern Infew days to h;ar him tonight.
dustrial Educational association, through its president, the coal operators to the proposition submitted to them
not
The entire proceeds of the lecture
Mitchell
miners,
John
committee
of
by
the
scale
the
M.
Owen,
S.
Gielow,
Thomas
written
has
Hon.
Martha
go to the Sin Francisco sufferers.
commander-in-chie- f
of the United Sons of Confederate only evinces a commendable temper but he smites the
Rev. Rollins and other members of
Veterans, urging that the proposed monument to the operators forcifully in a few vulnerable spots. He points the church
are anxious that a largo
women of the south take tho form of a memorial Indus- out that the operators have not changed their attitude in crowd hear Dr. Casey tonight.
years
and
past
during
six
particular
the
important
any
college
training
of
the
of
white
for
the
children
trial
Admission, twenty-fivcents. Lecsouth. "Such a monument," writes the president, "with that the strikes of 1900 and 1902 were no lesson to them ture will begin iat 8 o'clock.
quarter
during
no
on
the
Is
instance
record
that
"there
its great purpose and lasting results, would challenge the
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
admiration of the world." The association pledges it- century In which the railroads have dominated the anself to work for the endowment and maintenance of the thracite industry that an advance In wages has been
St. Louis Wool.
college, if the veterans will build it, and tho Southern granted to their employes," and that every concession has
St.
Mo., May 4. Wool
pressure
of
wrung
by
from
strikes
the
them
been
and
steady and unchanged.
Club of Columbia University, New York, has adopted reshe
in
which
olutions concurring in the request and promising to found public opinion. Hut here is the paragraph
Lead and Copper.
hits hardest:
an annual scholarship.
New York, May 4. Uad, steady at
combination not only fixes arbi $r.i"o
"The railroad-coa- l
4i r.7o ; copper, firm, at $18.50',
The manufacturers of the United States in 1905, as trarily the price at which coal Is sold to consumers, but ft is.mi'v;.
be
we are Informed by a government volume, exported iron seeks to fix arbitrarily the price at which labor shall
New York Money Market.
and steel to the amount of $l35,noo,oon in value. Ten bought. It seems that every conciliatory overture we
New York, May 4. Money on call.
years before the exports of these articles amounted to no have made for a peaceful settlement has been Interpreted
more than $32,000,000, so there has been an increase of by the operators as a sign of weakness, and our conserv- firm, at 4 fi 55 '. per cent; prime mercanpaper,
6 ier cent.
Par sil
more than a hundred millions In a decade. This certainly atism as an evidence of cowardice. The question Is asked tile
ver. r.ie,c.
gives a good view of the increase of our trade, but it also by the operators, ' where is the advance to come from it
suggests an Inquiry, says an exchange. It we can sell it is not charged up to the consumer of domestic coal?
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, May 4. Cattle Receipts,
abroad $135,000,000 worth of iron and steel In competition It occurred to me that the small advance proposed by the
freight
strong; beeves,
"on; market
fr
with all the world, why It Is necessary to protect Ameri- miners might have been taken off the exorbitant
ti.l'i; cows anil heifers, $1.75f!"5.10;
can markets from that tame competition by an exces- rates charged by them."
The operators are assuming the heroic roles of pro- sioekeis and feeders. calv-rs-$2.75 4.8.');
sively high tariff?
ff 4.7
$!i
tectors of the consumers, their cry being that if they in- Ti viii',
Albuquerque has location and climate which make it crease wages they must increase the cost of coal to the
She P Receipts, ri.ooil; market is
one of the healthiest towns In the world. Hut to keep the consumers. Rather than do so outrageous a thing, they stroti: saccp, it'tu.u; lamns,
beautiful
"pat"
defy
the
is
stand
the
That
miners.
and
population
in 7.7"
increases the
city in this proud position, as the
altentlou to cleanliness must also Increase. There has external aspect of their attitude. Upon a closer inspecKansas City Live Stock.
been a notable Improvement in this particular but much tion it is found, however, that in effect they threaten
Kan-a- s
Mo., May 4 Cattle
remains still to be done. Hut Rome was not built In a the consumers with an advance In tho price of coal if an it ipts, City,
1.000, including lot) southproposition
wages
a
in
be
yet
advance
they
made;
decline
accomplish
cleaning
new
day. nor can the
system of city
nrurkrt steady; native steers,
to submit the issue to a board of arbitration whose duty erns;
everything in the first few weeks of its life.
f :::,'ni;southern steers, $2.23!fl5
it shall be to ascertain whether the operators can afford
soui a, rii cows. $2.r(l(ii4; native own
Dun's Review has gone to the trouble of gathering to pay the advance out of their own enormous earnings.
and In iters, f J.oOft 5.25: stockersand
If the oper .iters are in the light in their controversy
$3fi 5; bulls. $;tfi4.2o; calv.
statittics to show that it costs more to live now than for
' ' i.
twenty years past; but the average housekeeper by an with the miners thej have a poor way of showing it.
western fed steers. $3. Doff
western cows, $2. 5 If 4.25.
no formuMi'd
inspee'.U n of hi:.1 bU'a iiiev ar.d then
CK.)OCKX;000CXXCX(XXKXXXXXXX
S!:.;,
Receipts, 4 .000 ; market is
LTaii-tic- s
to ?!iviiiee him of that fait. No one can d ?uy
steady; muttons, $4.506.75: lambs,
j
peoj'-supplied
proof
are enrv day
hut the
with
.hit
$5.T."i " 7 .'!.");
range wethers, I'i'fjfi.aO
t
pvervthlng the use U at the
price since 88 4.
fed i a. s, $4.25f! .
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

Qtuite Well Exposed

one-eigh- th

Clothing and
Furnishings

f tiMs Store

PoMcy

San Francisco, May 4.

p.

Fine

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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Eoosevelt Waiald
Go to

Senate

Colorado has three Industries which New Mexico has
Ufoe
not. but each of which could in New Mexico, no doubt,
do as well as, if not better than, in Colorado. They are
OOOGO-Bugar making, cement manufacture an rubber producWashington, D. ('., May 4 .What shall we do with
tion. Some one will awak-- t to t:iU fat, in I he swiei bye
.'
our
ami lye; but why n'j, ov?
President Roosevelt is trying to
solve that question mi tar as be is concerned. He wants
He thinks it would be a good thing
The New Mexican is to be congratulated on the aide to go to the
handling It gave to the subject of the cliff dwellings in Its If he m!;j,t;t le elected to succeed Mr. Piatt. The latter
issue of Wednesday. These relics of a former day, when goes out on the same day that he does, March 4, 1SHS.
rightly protected and exploited should become one of New I'latt is old enough to retire. The president Is only .ru.
Mexico's profitable assets, In drawing tourist travel to the lb- - wants to k ep active. He does not pine for the
territory.
"otium cum dignitate." He has said so. He has added. i
his friends, that ho does not pine to be "a sage" either of
Chicago Tribune: The fact that ibis world does not Cambridge or of Princeton. He translates "sage" as "litis
agree with you gives no certainty that the next one will. been." He 'vants to keep busy. He Is quite willing to
give up the Whi.e House for the senate, and to go down
Chicago Tribune: Many a man is praying for grace Into "the dusty arena" and ive and take a few blows
vviih the rest.
to bear hid trials who needs just sand to shake them.
v
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SHOE STORE
"

CAME HERE TO
MEET MR. RIPLEY
W. E. GORTNER, OF LAS VEGAS,
IN THE NEW MEXICO METROPOLIS TODAY.

and
W. I?. Gartner, the popular
ef'ieient clerk of the Fourth judicial
district court, with headquarters and
hoim- - at I.as Vegas, is spending the
day in tho territorial metropolis. Mr.
tiortner is a local director of the New
railway, and with
Mexico
Messrs. Waldo. Dun and Twltcheil,
Is here to meet I'resldent. Ripley for
the puriose of holding a directors'
meeting of the above company. Mr.
Ripley did not arrive this morning,
ns was expected; he will come In from
the west tomorrow morning. A mating will then be held at the Alvarado
and then the whole party prolialdy
including Mr. Ripley, will go on a
special to Helen, and thence over the
cut-of- f
on an inspection tour. Mr.
(r rtner has many warm friends here,
and today they are seeing to it that
he enjoys himself in New Mexico's

W.

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERT, SALE FEED AND TRAN
FEU STABLES
Horses snd Mules bought sod ei
changou
LOOKI
LISTEN!
STOP!
Sj jtl, western Bock Beer on Urajght ItKST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad snd
Saturday.
The last of the season.
Copper avenues
BASE

BALL

SUNDAY

25c.

EVERY COPY OF THE CITIZEN
$1 TO YOU.
ASK J. D.
EVMONS, THE FURNITURE MAN.
IS WORTH
'I'-c- rlbe

fh

news.

for The Citizen

f

Will. CHAPLIN
121 Railroad Ave.
O00O0O0'O0OOOO0'-OO0S0O'MELIN I & EAKIN,

ELITE CAFE

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
and get SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

Wholesale tiquo;

Ciar

and

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne. Ji. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, m. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Rem.
Ington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS

Call-graph-

met ru tolls.
G. S. RAMSAY,
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. ASK
401 West Railroad Avenue.
The best is always saved until the
J. D. EMMONS, THE FURNITURE last. The last of the Southwestern
MAN.
bock beer will be on tap Saturday.
o
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE
BASE BALL SUNDAY
25c.
EVERY COPY OF THE CITIZEN
THIS WEEK IS WORTH $1 TO YOU
ASK J. D. EMMONS,
THE FURNI
TURE MAN.

f

o:

Carries

the

United

States

I Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS
N.

201-21-

Second St., Both Phones.

Grand Central Hotel

mall;

only line with a change of stock et
route; good rigs, horses and drivers,
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. ni. Fot
particulars, address W. L. Trlmhla A
Co.. agents, Albuquerque. .N. M., or J
n. h i.i it
proprietor. PerPS, N. M

snd

1'

11

C'

Highland Jersey Dairy.
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, phone,

Jlk.

83.

1500

S.

B'way

Large.

Prtces Very Rea.
sonable.

.lry Rooms.

MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor.

FRIDAY, MAY 4,

ANNUAL PLAY

SPRING .CEREMONIAL SESSION
OF

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

COMMANDER WELTMER

Students Make Good in "ihe At the Grand Army Encamp
Stoops to Conquer,"
ment, Just Adjourned at
Last Night."
Las Cruces.

The Shriners and Daughters of Isis Have Taken
Albuquerque New Members Initiated This
Afternoon and Evening.

8:30

An audience that crowded Elks'
opera house from pit to dome was
present last evening to witness the
annual play presented by the students
of
Now Mexico Shriners nro making: Denver, mingling with the wearers
of the University of New Mexico,
history today. The spring ceremonial tho fez.
which, this year, was
.if
the "She Stoops to Conquer." Goldsmith's
C. X. Blackwell, president
session of Ballut Abyad Temple begun
y
Katun,
is
o'clock with a business meeting First National Hank of
at
Tho cost nines w orn last evening
at tho Masonic Temple, 115 North! among the Gate City Shriners attend- were elegant, and historically correct,
ing the meeting. Mr. Blackwell and and had one not known they were
Third street.
Petitions were read and candidates W. H. Hahn, of Albuquerque, will rep- witnessing an amateur
performance
were balloted upon, l'otentate John resent llallut Abyad Temple at the one might easily have forgotten It, esthirty-seconImperial
of
d
the
session
Uorradaile presiding.
pecially In the light of the work done
take nuntil 4 Council which will meet in Chicago liy Miss Ethel Hickey as Mrs. Hard-castlA rest was then
In13.
on .June 12 and
o'clock this uftcrnuou, when the
Elwood Albright ns Mr. Hard-castlbetter
Silver City Is represented
Illation of neophytes began, and
Joseph Scottl as Tony
and
no-'
Judging from the number of these
than any other of the outside cities. Lumpkin, all three of which were
present
nt the played with an eye to detail that
vices and the weary distance of waste Among the Shriners
sand they have to toil over before the session from there are W. H. Walton, lifted them far above the usuati amacounty
and teur performance.
oaBis of Shrinerdom is reached, this probate clerk of Grant
work will not bo completed before 9 city prosecutor of Silver City; J. J.
In fact the play was well presented
leading
manufactharness
Kelly, the
o'clock tonight.
throughout, and with the exception of
b
The Shriuers will then adjourn In a urer of the place, and W. H.
a few minor points and passage,
body to a meeting of the Daughters of
and Alex. McGreagor.
went through without a hitch, nnd,
cattleRaymer,
a prominent
H. J.
lsis, in progress In Elks hall.
judging from the hearty nnd frequent
Shrinman, Is In from Holbrook.
This ladies' auxiliary of the
applause, met with the entire apG. A. Milroy Is down from Las Ve- proval of the large audience.
ers will also Initiate a large number
gas.
of candidates. After the ladies have
Following is the cant of characters
H. Bonem, merchant,
and Frank as presented last evening:
finished their ceremonial work, ShrinMar-cial.
give
Johnson, butcher, represent San
ers and Daughters of Isis will
Mrs. Hardcastle
Ethel A. Hickey
themselves over to pleasure. A banMr. Hardcastle ..Elwood M. Albright
a
dancing
anywhere,
is
quet Is being prepared and
Jack Murray, from
Joseph R. Scottl
(Tony Lumpkin
and a general good time will follow. conductor on the Santa Fo who has Miss Hardcastle
barah J. Hall
large
never missed a ceremonial session.
The meeting Is marked by the
Miss Neville
Isabel O. Nlven
presCy Boucher is down from
Nobles
number of
Aminadab
Kirk N. Bryan
ent. There is scarcely a town in the
Jack Slang
Albert Clancy
a
and
territory not represented,
Tom Twist
Thomas M. Dannhy
Men.
of
Class
Ths
are
sprinkling of Colorado Shriners
Muggins
Elwood M. Albright
From 4 to 9:30 p. m., the following Mat
present. Only a partial list of the
Stingo
Michael T. Maguire
Ancient
men
Into
the
will
be
Initialed
visitors could be secured owing to
Marlow
John H. Crun
Nobles of the Mystic-- Young
the small number taking advantage Arabic Order,
Hastings
J. lvnlph Tascher
V.
Joseph.
Newcomb,
Kiel,
H.
Shrine
of the lodge register placed at the
Diggory
Kenneth C. Heald
temple for that purpose. However, jV. B. Walton of Silver City; Alex-- i Simon
Albert Clancy
tlTe bulging hotel registers of the city ander McGreagor of Hanover; J. P. Ralph
iAwrence I Ilfeld
Shal-'
H.
Bayard;
U
Condon,
of
Fort
corevery
presence
on
street
and the
Hugh Bryan
Roger
ner of men with strange faces wear- lenberger and Frank Johnson of San Thomas
Walter R. Allen
ing the red badge of Ballut AbyaS Marcial; Frank Arthur Yoakum, of Dolly
Virginia Finch
Temple tells the story of a large Cerrillos; Addie C. Cranor, of Las Ve- -' Dick
Walter R. Allen
Miller,
gas;
E.
Fred
Mueller,
Carl
badges
by.
gathering.
Also
these
Jeremy
M. T. Maguire
hangs a tale. They are tho badges Chas. E. Lowber, G. K. J. Fietzel, Otto Sir Charles Marlow
Kirk X. Bryan
Gooding,
W.
J.
PatterF.
Hamm,
T.
worn
in
which were to have been
The executive staff for the UniverAlbuquerson,
George
Eberhardt,
of
at
Angeles
meeting
of
the
Ixw
the
sity of New Mexico's second annual
Imperial Council now rescinded as a que.
plsiy was as follows:
Women,
of
Class
The
seismic
San
Francisco
result of tho
M. F.
Arrangement Committee
opera
house,
the
in
the
Elks'
At
eigVof
On
face
disaster.
the
inches
Angell, C. E. Hodgin, J. Ralph Taschwill
following
room,
ladies
ball
the
by
hangs
a
Shriner
of scarlet ribbon
er. Anna Allen, Lawrence Ilfeld.
a rope attached to a scimitar. Hang be initiated into the mysteries of the
Business Manager Kirk Bryan.
on to the .rope Shriner. The badge is Daughters of Isis:
Stage Manager .1. R. Tascher.
Mrs. Lena Cosgrove and Miss Maud
novel, indeed, and its author anil deMaster of Properties Elwood M.
signer, Harry Billiard, a member of Cosgrove, of Silver City; Mrs. V. C. Albright.
of
Mrs.
Chistal,
W.
J.
Proctor
and
complimentbeing
is
Shrine
the local
Master of Wardrobe Hugh Bryan.
ed on the originality of it from far Winslow: Mrs. Vesta B. Clark, of Ber- j Director John H. Crnni.
Mrs.
E.
San
nalillo;
Nelson,
Nellie
of
great
a
made
lmve
and wide. It would
'Marcial; Mrs. G. A. Milroy, of Iasj
Angeles.
hit In
egas; Mrs. .Minnie rsorris, or .ew OLD TOWN REDS LOST
Tonight each of the Daughters of
Isis will he given a white fez with a York; sister of W. H. Halm; Miss Ida
TO BARELAS GRAYS
red tassle and a charm, emblems of M. Walker, Mrs. Jesse Stateson, Mrs.
F. J. Holmes, Misses .Edna and Helen
all that is good and holy.
Gibson, Mrs. Edith E. Lowber and THE GAME SUNDAY WILL BE FOR
Mrs. Anna O. Odi?rd, f Albuquerque.
Nobles Present".
BLOOD
WINNERS TO TAKE
Following the Initiation of tho la
for
Thos. Pattison, superintendent
ALL THE MONEY.
the American Fuel company, nnd T. dies there will be a ball and at midThe Barelas bunch won out in the
C. DeShon, deputy sheriff of McKln-le- y night the Shriners and Daughters of
county, are in the city represent- Isis will all enjoy a royal banquet scramble between them nnd the Old
Town Reds, as to which ttam should
ing Gallup at the meeting of the feast.
combination.
One June i at Koswell, the Shrin-- j get tho Gallcgos-Pettu- s
Shriners.
W. J. Murray, vice president and ers will hold a grand gathering at und the game Sunday will be between
jn-aggregation and the Al
1 the Barelas
general manager for the Victor Coal which fifty candidates "will
be
' '
buquerque Browns." ;Thls game will
and Coke company, Is down from itiated.
be hotly contesttd, for the victorious
team pets all the money. This agreement between the contestants may
MAY DAY EXERCISES
rTHE VETERANS REbe attributed to some extent to the
AT THIRD WARD SCHOOL
TURNED THIS MORNING success of tho Barelas team in secur- .
ing the services of Gallegos and Pet-titsJoo Padllla, manager for the
PUPILS OF MISS KAPLAN AND FROM THE GRAND ARMY
Gniys, came swaggering around HousMISS TWAY
RENDER EXCELCAM PM ENT
AT LAS CRU- - ton's store, with that kind of a chip
PROGRAM
MAY POLE
LENT
n Ills shoulder, and It was promptly
CES.
DANCE FOLLOWS.
precli Hated to the floor. "We'll play
Colonel W. W. McDonald, of the G. you 00 and 40 ier cent, the winner
Today was celebrated in the Third
take tho big end, or we'll play you
ward school as May Day, with appro- K. Warren Post No. 5, returned this to
priate exercises, the following pro- morning. He was elected, senior vice for all the gate receipts," was what
gram under the direction of Misses commander of the New Mexico Grand the management of the Browns told
Padllla, and an agreement was drawn
Mata Tway and Kaplan, being ren- Army, at th Las Cruces encamp- u;
immediately.
ment, ar.d is not. a bit stuck up over
dered in full:
Houston has great confidence in
tho honors conferred upon him. He
Song "Welcome, Gentle Spring"..
says he never had so much fun at Ney, the new pitcher. But what if
Mios Kaplan's Pupils.
an encampment liefore in his' life, and tht: suburban team should beat the
Recitation "The Violet"
regrets very much that Mrs. McDoa- - city chaps?
Miss Tway's Pupils.
Song "Spring Is Coming". ... School aid could not accompany him to Las
WILL PASS SENTENCE
Lawrence Hubbell Cruces.
Recitation ..,
Colonel J. G. Caldwell, the post
Six Little Girls
Flower Song
Song "May's Coming"
School commander of G. K, Warren post, has . ON PRISONERS TOMORROW
also returned, arriving this morning.
Recitation "The Children's Hour"
"When I beheld the Stars and Stripes
Annie McCaffrey.
Tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock.
Daisy Song
Seven Children hung up conspicuously all over the Judge Ira A. Abbott, in the district
Dancing Song
School town." said Colonel Caldwell, "I court, will pass sentence upon all
Recitation
Russell Robins thought of niy younger days when I prisoners who have been convicted
Fairy Dance
could dance a jig with the U'st of at this term of court, but who have
th:f m. I actually felt so good and was not as yet
Six Girls and Fairy Queen.
received their sentences
Daffodil Song
Nina Heydt treated so royally, that my exuberant Counsel for defendants
have
; . .
spirit was manifested on every occa- been found guilty will n who
Recltat Ions 'Spring"
doubt be
sion, "fne girls,' ( meaning members present tomorrow to represent the
Five Little Girls.
Song "Apple Blossoms"
School of the Woman's Relief Ccrps), were Int. rests of
their clients, and in many
Recitation "Mother Earth's House
out im force, end gave all visitors a cases endeavor to gl a reduction of
Cleaning"
Margaret Pollock happy greeting."
sentence or leniency from the court.
Song "The Little Trolls"
School
Colonel H. R. Whiting and Colonel
Recitation
John Heron ' H. B. Steward, two veterans who are
Song
School members of the G. W. Wurren post, SECOND DAY OF
Maypole Dance
Twelve Children also returned this morning, and hav?
METHODIST CONFERENCE
A large number of the parents and told everybody they met today of the
friends of the pupils were present at fine time they had at Ias duces.
these exercises.
'"The decorations were grand, and
OPENED WITH BUSINESS SES
great credit upon the nier-- j
SION THIS MORNING, FOLLOWOFF FOR fNTERCOL- chants of Las Cruces," said Cokinel
ED BY SERMON AT 11 O'CLOCK
Whiting,
large
"for
miniature
and
LEGIATE TRACK MEET
AND
SUNDAY
flags were displayed on the main
SCHOOL WORK
street, while the red, white and blue
THIS
AFTERNOON.
VARSITY BOYS LEAVE
FOR LAS bunting made the side streets look
CRUCES CONFIDENT OF BRINGof the Al
The second day's
equally as well. Near the depot a
ING HOME LAURELS OF MEET. large 'welcome' sign was prominently buquerque, district conference of the
'
.Methodist
church, south.
Captain W. R. Allen and his worthy displayed, and the people vied with openci this Episcopal
morning In the Meth :list
local Grand Army veterans
in
young athletes from the University the
each and evtry visitor feel church at 9 o'clock, with a siioit busileft last night for the annual intercol- nuaking
I tell you, Las ness s ssion, during which time
legiate track meet, which takes place piifectly at home,
from this city, Magdalena and
Cruces has a large number of pretty
toi'.iy on the campus of the Agricul- 'women,
and it seemed to me they Wat nous w ere read.
tural and Mechanic Arts college at
At II o clock an adjournment was
Mesilla Park. The boysiwcre in good weiv all trying their lies: to interalien to allow Rev. George H. Given
the veterans."
spin's and confident of rrin:;jii;; back estColonel
Jacob Weltnier. fv.lonel to occupy the pulpit, which he did,
some of the laurels of the meet,
a very forceful and brill
though thoroughly aware of the fact John It. MeFie ant Colonel Smith H. delivering
congrega
of Satra Fe, iant sermon to a ratr
that as usual they are going up Simpson, the first two
passed up ti- - n.
against the handicap of weight and and the latter of Ta-.afternoon at 2 SO o'clock Sun
reach, in many of the contests, where the road from I. as Crucs this niorn- - dayThis
school work occupied the atten
Simpson was elected
these qililitus count. Prof. Rupert ing. Colonel
tion of the conference, followed by
Asplund of the University is aciing as medical inspector of the New Mexico devotional
nervices, led by J. D.
Grand Army, iand having ihe reputachaperone upon the pilgrimage.
At
o'clock Rev. W. S
being
tion
:,i
story
best
the
in
teller
are
of
lh
track
team
members
The
t
addnssed the gathering on
F. It. Aivord. W. R. Allen, Elwood Al- the old ranks, he will no doubt make liuti-'"The Importance of the Sunday
bright. F. M. Danahy, A. II. Clancy, a good nitilicine man.
ol to Church Life." followed
by
Colonel E. S. Stover and Colonel A.
Ralph Tascher, K. Heald, E. Ross,
an address by ('barbs Lane on 'How
Haiseh
were
on
list
the
to
the
Bryan.
attend
Mayo
Kirk
G.
and
J.
is as follows: 'encampment, and the old boys regret1 to Secure, the Largest Attendance m
The blue ball line-uK. Heald, c; W Allen, p.; Ahord, lb; very much that these veterans failed Sunday Sciuol."
A li!rby Seiiot a Lee
MeKee
Danahy, "b; Mayo, .'lb: Clancy, ss.; to put in an appearance.
Another familiar face was missed ami J. W. Hiovle and Mr. William
G. Cornish, I f.; K. Ross c.'.; H. Ryfrom the rank and tile at this year's Pender were also given, followed by
an, rf.
.
At a ".'clock the
The base ball team is scheduled to 'encampment, and that was Colonel a general discus.-ionadjourned.
day'
A
session
second
Clark.
re.soluti
was
n
setm-high
the
at
El
l'.iso
play the
Tonight at 8 o'clock Rev. George
passed,
some explanation from
Pass City on Saturday.
Colotu
H. GIvan, of San. Marcial, will iain
Clark as to his
comSlyvester B. Garcia, ueiit for
at the encampment.
.eriy the pulpit, and it is ex.-ct'- l
earththat .i large congregation will be
plete story of San Frauci.-cTAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND n
forccf.il anil
to loar this
quake and tire. Leave orders at Urii'gs'
drug store, corner of Firs' street and WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON pleasant preacher.
1.
JUNE
PAY THIS MONTH.
Gold avenue.
We do not brag. We do not have
"
THE
AND
LAST CALL.
DUE.
NOW
ARE
TAXES
to. Our friends have all said that the
Southwestern Bock Beer on tap on Southwestern Bock Beer is superior
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
Saturday, May 5.
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
to any other in town.
j

e,

j

New-com-

out-of-to-

i

n

-

'

:

v

I

and

'Go-Car- ts

FIVE.

Carriages

For the youthful heir, in original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. We liave them

H. Whit mo re.

Carleton Post No. 3, Santa Fe, W.
Polander,
G. K. Warren V st No. 5, Albuquerque, h. H. Steward.
Phil Sheridan Post No. 17,
THE LAST DAY'S
PROCEEDINGS
CruUpholstered..
ces, S. W. Tharfay.
Chaplin Thomas Harwood of G. K.
Warren
post, Albuquerque,
was
Special Corresxndence.
with all modern improvements,
chosen delegate to the national enLas Cruces, N. M., May 3. The en campment at Minneapolis.
rubber tired and patent back adcampment of the Grand Army of the
The other members will be apiolnt-elater.
Republic, department of New Mex
justing device.
ico, has passed. During today's sesIn the afternoon quite a large numsion Department Commander Jacob ber of Union, nnd Confederate
OUR PRICES ARE THE
veterWeltmer, delivered the following ad ans visited tho Agricultural college,
LOWEST.
x
dress:
were agreeably Furprised t
Comrades Another year In our and
great improvement In all
the
Grand Army life has passed, and we branches. The Mesilla valley Is lookmeet today for our twenty-thiraning particularly beautiful just
now,
nual encampment.
drive through the college
and
It Is a great pleasure to have with farm the
drew forth many exclamations
us at this reunion, our 'honored com- of dtllght.
On the way liack to town
mands In chief, General James Tan- the party passed
the cozy country
Having served his country home of Hot-toner.
Moore, well known
faithfully during the dark days of the to many In the party.
308-31- 0
Ave.,
His friends
N. AT.
Civil war, he is still fighting the bat- w ill be pleased to
reknow
ho
that
is
tles for the rights of hl3 comrades.
covering from a severe illness.
His famous letter to Hon. James A.
This evening the lovely dames and
Tawney, chairman of the committee misses
of Iaa Cruces were very much
on appropriations, tells the story of In evidence
at. the
glorious supper
his loyalty to the boys in blue.
they prepared and served so dainMore than forty years ago the very tily. All was
merriment, but ah! how
existence of this now powerful re sad some rf us
old soldiers were for
public was threatened.
History re a swift flitting moment
that we
cords the names and deeds of those could not throw off the sad
heavy burwho sprang to her defense In that dens of age,
nnd be once more the
bloody crisis.
merry, careless,
happy
we
Those brave defenders of our coun- were thirty or forty or youths
ii.ty years
try should eve- - be held In the na- ago,
ns an old lady friend remarktion's grateful
remembrance,
and ed tobutyour corresp
ndeni: "Asl es will receive
their services should be suitably rec- el mundo."
firm
ognized in tie distribution of such
To the people of Lns Cru: i g 'tier-r- l
offices as our government has to be- ally, and to
'
in
ladles
the
Icidar.
stow upon Its loyal and worthy citi- tho "old boys"
heart- extend t"zens.
!.
felt
thanks
for
pltallty
kind
th:
beI d
things
believe, that other
shown them, making thei
arry In
ing equal, preference should always this
ort".
lovely towu appear so
given
be
to those who fought for
the preservation or this great. Union.
POLICE COURT
On May 3, J. M. Blawr Post No.
100 PER CENT SATISFACTION
18 was organized at Alamogordo, with
In
police
Business
on
being
Incourt
fifteen charter members. I am
Is locked up In every box of WMUi
debted to Past Department
Com- the blink this morning, not a victim
Lily cigars until you pry open the 114
sight,
in
the
attaches of the place
mander U H. Rudlsille, who nobly
responded to tho call cf duty in mus- passed away the leisure morning
Accident? Just happened? Streaktft
hours in discussing the order retering in this post.
luck? Nay, nay. And say it three
by
the chief executive of the
A Woman's Relief Corps was also ceived
tlmea
and you'll tell the truth thrk'e!;
city
vacate
premises,
to
the
whereon
organized May 3 at Alamogordo, with
We foave studied to make tho Whlla
twenty members. The task of ef- are located tho oflices of the different
fecting this organization was en- departments of the city and to vacate
IJly the best cigar for five cents yoa
trusted to Past Corps President, Mrs. "mucha pronto."
can buy and it Is.
By the box?
"Well,"
gating
one,
said
around at
John R. McKie, of Santa Fe.
Fifty for J2. Got the name?
walls
the
police
of
department
the
We now have two Woman's Roliof
place forsooth,
Ccrps and one Circle of
of the ofllce, "tls a beautiful
and niethlnks I should hate to leave
G. A. R. in this department.
These are no statistics at hand of it."
Just then a chunk of plaster, about
the progress made by these organiza113j WEST RAILROAD AVENUi.
tions, but I stand sponsor for the the size of a cart wheel, or" a cart
statement that they are doing noble wheel and a half, fell to tho door with
work, and are increasing in useful- a dull and sickening thud, and the
speaker hastily added:
ness and membership.
"I don't think."
No comrade doubts the constant
Finest Whiskies
"Anyway," volunteered the
loyalty of our women, since that early
"Its 23 for us, so what's the
revolutionary day when Betsy Ross use."
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
worked patiently, while the candle
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
The porter, pound master, policedips burned low, to complete the first man
et. cetera, rambled into
model of that flag which today
is tho discussion about this time, comSAMPLE A NO 0
respected by tho whole world.
J
West
Railroad
Avenue
ing In at the south door with his hat
CLUB ROOMS fl
General Wilmon W. Blackmar, and on,
rebuke for which Insult the
Father J. F. I.eary, chaplain in chief, door inpromptly
fell off its hinges.
have died since our last encampment.
"I'se gwine ter git oaten heah 8don
After years of devoted service to 's I kin git mah
belongin's togeder.
their country, they re laid to rest, DIs place am ha'nted,
nohow.
I was
THE FIRST LESSON
awaiting the resurrection nvcrn that walkin' through de
hall night afore
IN BREAD MAKING.
shall wake us all to a grand reunion. last when somefin
Our own department has lost from and I run, cause 'taintwent
Is the most Important of all; that
no
disgrace
to
Its ranks men, who in their humble run when you nm
Is the selection
of proper flour. A
skeared."
sphere, discharged
their duty well,
There is no difficulty about this if
It is said that the order to vacate
and they, with those of higher rank, will hasten the building of the new
Empress flour Is chosen. It 1 ao
nave Joined the silent majority
good and makes such aweet, white
of city hall, and this morning's
fallen heroes.
and nutritious bread as to be un- of police court wound up with a grand
U is lessv our duty than our priv
surpassed by any milled. The best
nnale in which all present Joined
ilege to cherish and honor the. mem- right lustily In hinging that good old
bread makers use It for that very 2
ory of those wh.) have departed. To hymn, "O, Ix't It be Soon."
reason.
X
this end, Memorial Taj- should be
The night pollco report the finding
reverently observed by every liost In
of a suit case containing a number of
our department.
!
With each ri turning anniversary of pieces of men's wearing apparel along
Wholesale Agent,
J
that day, there are new graves to bo side tho Santa Ke tracks last night.
114 West Copper Ave.
strewn with flowers fewer of those No names were on the linen or any
who remember more of those to be letters that might lead to tho discovery of the owner. The supposition is
remembered.
All tho osis or our department that the suit case was thrown from
were represented at the national en- one of the night trains.
A
0
campment. It was a proud gathering.
Eighty-fivcomrades from our terri- WILL MEET ALL
tory were in line, headed by Comrade
LOSSES AT 'FRISCO
Peter Knickerbocker, of Aztec Post,
representing Uncle Sam.
The encampment ai Denver was one To Agents of the Springfield.
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
CATHEDRAL J"'
of t!ie most succ. ssfui in the whole
As you are vitally interested In the
history of our organization.
ALVARADOHOTEL
The solvency of your companies, we feel
Queen City of the Plains entertained it but proper to advise you at the
f
COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
us with splendid
hospitality,
and earlies' jxissihle moment that if every
AUSTRIAN CHINA
left nothing undone that could In any dollar of the published liability of
way promote tho object of the gath- the Springfield, in San Francisco
ering.
should prove to be a total lost, the
On retiring from the ofTice of com- company will be able to pay promptly
or
mander
th.. department of New and in run out or its net surplus.
Mexico, I take .pleasure In according
We will give you more definite in
to our assistant adjutant and quarter- formation as soon as obtainable, but
GO. 117 Gold Avenue
master general, this pn.illc recognition in the meantime you may feel jkt
of his valued services
The success rectiy sar.- - in vouching to ycur
of the past year is largely due to his patrons for the continued solvency
efflrltnt conduct of the olllce.
of th old Springfield, which has
I hereby express my thanks to all protiiji ly met its obligations in every
officers snd comrades who have as- great conflagration during thipast
sisted In the work in which we are half ci'iit iiry. Yours truly.
A
engaged.
April IN, VMir,.
A. J. HARDI.Vl,
'Hie assistant adjutant general's re.Manager.
port shows a net gain of forty-ninNote Tin. above refers
to the
THE TELEPHONE IS
numbers during the year.
Sprini'fb'ld Fire and Marine Insur
THE TELEPHONE WILL
The rcMrt of the aistant quarter- ance company, of Springfield, Mass..
EVER READY TO TAKE
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
YOUR COMMANDS.
master general shows that, he receiv- ami
locallv represented bv A. K.
DO YOUR SHOPPING
ed fii.ni his prelect s ir, $0J.tO.
Wall-.r
AND KEEP YOU
LET IT DO YOUR
Cash on hand up
date, amounts
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
to $l34.2ti a gain of J42.87 .firWORK.
AFFAIRS.
T00 LATE TO CLASSIFY
ing the year.
In conclusion, my comrades, as we
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN
YOUR
HOME
at ""i; Copper
r view file past, lio inspiring is the WANTKl' A' im-thought that our services for cma.niie. a onipetent girl to do gen-- -i
Good wages. Apral housework.
country were not in vain
'(ii iinH.ns.
Mrs. Simon Stern.
Old Glory kisses '.." breeze from
111.
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symptoms, such as indigestion,
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.
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FURNITURE MAN.
WE EXAMINE YOUR EYES FREE.
,
And tell you whether or not glaasos will h.lp you. Absolutely correct fit
Comrade Wltn:.
i, made an ex-guaranteed.
No guess work and no grafting. Tile al.i'ity of our optician,
ceHent commander
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the best wishes
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HOUSE PACKED FROM PIT TO DOME

COURT OF ISIS AT ELKS' HALL TONIGHT AT

his excellent business qualifications
will aid largely In making him a
splendid commander. He announced
the nrpointment of A. D. Hlggins as
adjutat.t general and quartermaster
gcn ral.
The following comrades wore) nam-o-- d
as part of the council of administration:
Sherman Post No. 1, Las Vegas, A.
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TO YOU

have been in Albuquerque a Year Have Met Many People
Many Have Not Met
I

.

Have

SS DOLLMRB

BT

Met You?

If

Not,

Want to Meet You Face to Face

I
I

to know my business; to know how I do business, and where I do business. You should know
this already. If you do not, I am going to pay you to learn it; actually pay you money. It's easy. Commencing on
It has the
1.GO
WSQRSDAY, VI AY
we will attach a coupon to this "ad' that is worth
purchasing power of cash at my store. Cut out the coupons (no limit to the number; get all you can), bring them to the store
any time this month and get them signed, and they will be good any time before January 1st, 1907.
I

want you to know me

to you.

7th,

Jt

Cor, Coal and Second

The FURNITURE MAN
nicf. school

CONGRESS IS PREPARING TO SHOOT

I

LIVES TEN YEARS ON
INSULTS TO EMPEROR

TEACIIERSSQUABBLE
Santa Fe Will Enjoy a Wrangle Over Appointment of
Teachers For Next Term.

CANNON INTO THE PRESIDENCY

Special Correspondence:
2.
Herlln, May
George Schoene,
formerly a resident of Goerlltz, makes
a business rf insulting the German
,
emiK-rorami he has met with unjssff:.v. if:
gr "
varying success for the last ten years.
BE A
f
THE BIG BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR THE SPEAKER ON MAY 7 TO
Schoene received an excellent eduHUSTLING YOUNG
LAUNCHING FUNCTION
HOT "CANDIDACY"
NEW TRUSTELS VS. OLD TRUSTEES cation
in
Prussian
schools.
the
state
PAINFUL
SOME OTHER
MEN OF THE HOUSE BACK OF IT
At 15 he was apprenticed to a shoeSPEAKER CANNON SAYS "TUSH" ABOUT IT.
BOOMS
maker. After six years Schoene
According to an opinion rendered by came to the conclusion that It was
Attorney General George W. Prlch-- j unjust for him to be obliged to work
Hearst or a Bailey, riding the popular
Special Correspondence:
A wave to power, has set them to scurard, the appointments made by the
Washington. D. C, May 2.
hard for 10 cr 11 hours a day In order
schoeil board of Santa Fe at fo earn a weekly wage of $4 or $5.
for some man "close to the peo"sure enough" movement Is on In con- rying
its meeting Monday afternoon are ille- - Why work at all?
gress to make Joseph G. Cannon of ple."
gal and unless concurred in by the
They say Root will not do. FairOne day he stood in the street In
Illinois, the next republican candidate
newly elected board will not stand. At front of the principal ipolice station
banks Is out of the question. Even
for president of the United States.
the
of
chances
members
new
the
and
doubtful,
one
the
now
of
Is
least
formal
Taft
in Goerlltz, and shouted a long and
What will amount to a
board, which will probably qualify vehement denunciation or the German
launching of the Cannon boom will seem to favor his accepting Presiascend
intention
signified
his
to
invitation
week,
has
Roosevelt's
next
in
dent
emperor. Ho declared that the'kaiser
occur on May 7, when his friends
When he was rercased from the
of contesting the appointments made was a unntic. a swindler, brutal ty- prison at Goerlltz he walked straight
will the supreme court bench.
the House of Representatives
In
tangle
Hnlppfttion
meeting,
house
in
a
and
Monday's
the
Ttio
iiiinnid
at
give a big "birthday party" in honor
rant and a general public nuisance. through the town to the exact spot
is naturally for Cannon to a man.
the educational situation at Santa Fe A crowd gathered. Shocne was ar- where he had committed his first of-- i
of "Uncle Joe's" 70th birthday.
may
state.
follow.
man
A
his
nois is
"Uncle Joe for president!
rested and indicted on a charge of rense, and proceeded once more to
In its comments on the situation lese niajeste. At his trial he offered bawl .ut at the top of his voice in- The Indiana members of the house
Is as young as he feels! "
s
than' no explanation of his conduct and the sultii aimed at
the- New Mexican says: More
the kaiser. Tnis he-ordinary Interest Is attached to the! court ordered two months in jail.
ing the second offense he was sen- next
the
of
for
teachers
nts
ai roint.ne
This was what
desired. He tenced to six months' imprisonment,
year's term. At the time of the an- had concluded thatSchoene
be an ex- which ite enjoyed as much as the first
nouncement, there is said to have tremely clever thing ittowould
period.
live at, the
bee. i dissatisfaction over the
of the community in erne of
This process as repeated time after
point meji! of some of the teachers. the
state prisons.
two months' time until Schoene had spent ten
The matter was considered closed and experience' in prisonHisconvinced
him. years in prison, except for those brief
it was not believed that an attempt
had to work only thrte or four intervals required to perpetrate fhe
to contest these cases would be made. He
hours a day, and the occupation was crime ef lese majestic,
Now it is stateid that those who did
a light nature. He was well fed,
The authorities have made several
of the of
not favor the
well
comfort ablly clothed, en- vain attempts to evadf the necessity
entire list cf teachers will leave no joyed housed,
rree
and re- of sending Schoene to prison
this
stone r.nturned to prove the old board ceived the medical attendance
earnest ministrations er a offense1. Physicians declare thai he
without jurisdiction or power to select most, benevolent
way
paster.
Is
only
Schoene
to
The?
sane.
perfectly
the teachers for the coming year.
thought that prison was a great im- prevent Sehcene from liv'ng tie life
Known,
Parallel Case
provement on the hard life which he which he has chosen would be to reCOrjrrzGMT for y
A cast-- upon which an opinion was had lived as a sweated shoemaker.
form the law relating to lese ma jest le.
l'rich-arrendered by Attorney General
CANXON AXD HIS LITTLE GRANDDAUGHTERS.
SPEAKER
"
nnd later tustained by Judge
presents almost exactly similar
ZEST
ciieuniManet's as tho one the people
of Santa Fe a'-- now facing. In Taos
county last year, the retiring school
directors in one- of thei school districts appointed a teacher, who was
not favored by the incoming board,
another.
which promptly appointed
Hoth appointees held school throughThe friends of Mrs. Ed Richie, who EDITOR RUICISILLE IS
out, the year, and in the suit, which has hern seriously ill fcr the past six
iOJNG AWAY.
was brought later to determine who months.- and was taken to her old
The edili.f of this .:: it is in a po
should receive salary for the term, home in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
two sition to promise its
rs a. very
.Indue McFie decided in favor of the months ago, will be pleased, to learn iigrcecble surpisy for n ::i week. First,
urin.iii-itetboard. The that she to as entirely recovered.
of the newhe will not appear in nny manner In
opinion rendered is strong, and reads:
A marriage license was granted to its make up, as he
,U be absent
Under the law, the out tioara mis no Fe lece Marro and Cotisillad Antonio, from this particular
in the
".i'.ek
such power. The new board has the both tif Gallup, and to Robert Jones hills." Second, the y.iiiiv.; ladies of
absolute right to employ teachers tor and Miss Loretta Haity, both of Cal- tne town, who have
wanted to
the school year immediately following ifornia.
get even with taid eipt.v, will turn
1'
their election and any attempt of the
their vials of retaliation. i.s well bs
old board to take this power out of ACCIDENTALLY
SHOT
into its
their wit and sarcasm, lo.:-iSPEAKER JOS. G. CANXON.
the hands of tho new "hoard has no
IN
HIMSELF
THIGH. columns, and do their
ic'ims up
legal or binding effect on tlie new
1.. P. Hall, bookkeeper
that Is
for the most beautifully. Of cor..-position.
board."
That will be the theme of the din- -. are in an embarrassing
company, met with a the only way they could
him up.
There is scarcely a man of them
Member to Contest.
Jier.
pi'lnt'til accident at the store
the So our readers can look ft': intrething
The committee on arrangements is whose heart la not with Cannon, but
Jose D. Sena does not favor the ac- either day. He was handling a pistol rich, rare and racy. White OaUs
headed by James A. Tawney of Min- so long as they are members of the
and
tion of the board heretofore taken
and dropped it. In an attempt to
nesota, and includes the young men Falrbank's machine, they feel that
will re monstrnte acainst it uuon the grab it the gun was discharged, the
up
their
officially
of
line
Mann
H.
cannot
they
James
like
is
house
the
He
of
organization of the new board.
bullet taking effect in the thigh. He AN IMPORTANT
not until Fairstate with Cannon
Chicago, Jim Watson of Indiana,
quoted as follows: "The newly elected was taken to tho hospital Tor treatPOINTER FOR ScTTLERS
C.
Ireof New York, and a score of banks withdraws. There Is a moveA.
are
members of the board
ment, where he will spend a short
A Washington dispatch :;ays that
ment on foot to bring about this reII
and
AT
others.
DANVILLE.
Sanchez
J.
land, Jose Segura, Jose
THE CANNON'S HOME
time nursing the severe flesh wound. in consideration of the rig! is of setIt Is the belief of those who are sult.
mvself. I am almost sure that some
tlers to payment by the United States
The Ohio members of the house do
protest
a
liromotlng the Cannon presidential
in
of'
join
forces
them will
ELKS TO BUILD OPERA HOUSE
.for improvements made by them on
own attitude on ing among the boys which makes
Uncle Joe Cannon's
they
boom that he is the only man who not feel at liberty to declare for Canif
even
t!i(.m Tnlli -ntlOllt
against such actlein. but
-- - it.
AT SILVER CITY. ,unsurveyed public lands, the assist-Th- e
t.i.....i..l "
is the BUbjecc oi jino preui:uui
will be able to save the republican non at this time. The obstacle
Silver City lexlge or Elks will, ant attorney general-- in an opinion
at me! Do I look as if I should not, I'm determined to go on
ta intorestlnir:
Senator Foraker. The latter is likeapparty from defeat.
contesting
it
to
formally
tho
be.
is understood, build in connection approved by the secretary or the
record ns
the subject was hum yestertlay? It U not
"Tush'" says he, when very
The party leaders have been much wise a candidate, and his junior colI. at least, shall make
lovely,! Nor on this plane of existence, my pointments.
their lodge and club rooms, an terior states:
"It's all
.
;
new
worried by the signs of radicalism league, 'Senator Charles Dick, is al- "mlmentioned
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opera house and public place of' "That settlers upon public grounds
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interview
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they
revolt
amuseun-ntand
cue...
are properly appointed and that
The board of directors appropriated by the government for
I appreciate the kindly feelsphere, and the chances of a Bryan, a ing the Foraker candidacy.
are chosen with due regard to the will, in tho next few days, let tho use) in the construction and operation
people's interests and wishes."
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Into a stream of fres!i water, 'quickly I' rellevi s the pain. For sale rance countv.
:h
Try one.
T:y a Citi.-- want ad.
vicini'v.
Tie.- totai'number of homestead en
bottles free.
flie deiKtfit would It vast In extent. by all druggis's.
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Manufacturing company was 16 8
cents, the wool being of the class desired by that concern. Richard Hart
sold his clip during the early part of
the week for 17 cents. It was what
was known as clean wool. Last year
the clip was sold for 15 cents, Vpon
the whole, the wool prowers are satisfied with the price which they have
received. The sheep indsutry is In a
prosperous condition in this section.
There is an abundance r.f water and
grass.

rn or

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES
AND ETC.
H

We are offering Borne very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

t

'

New

-

At Boston
Wash in .uton

i

York

H.
5

She cam'
If she w5IL

0
;

.

.

K

.

t

i'ill

Alt-loc-

k

1

n;-.-

cut-off-

v

-

LL!- '-

L'!,:ri"B.r

Steam

'

'

J

semi-annuall- y

'

"

.

.

Fr

.

.

once a day. You will both sec and feel
the delightful effect at once It will
clear the sweat glands of nil oily impurities and rcr.d;T your completion fresh
Cet a ItottL'
and wholesome.
and prove its tucrit on your own fi.ee,
neck, onus and hands.

A

Riiymoinl-Wliiteoni'-

a

ilinins cir, carrying about 1
people
from places eas: nf C'hicaeo, spent
several hours in il'e el'y this morning, all win
rs an op
the i
portunity to visit tlie plares of intir-est of ilie Duke ( ity. The i:inerary
of the train is one cf the nnt exteni
sive yet ma;ptd oir ,y Hp,
cosiipany.
Siartinj,' from
Chicago t"'.e jourrey extends to I.os
Aniri !es. tin n north as far as Alaska,
back t:iroiti:h Yellows' ne Park, and
home via Niacin Kails. The fareol
the trip from IVnr.sylvauIa, ineluding
board, is ll.11".
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SCREEN DOORS

Agents.

Sol

Both Phones

Albuquerque, n. at.

Third and Marquettt

Automatlo Phone, Uy

REPUBLICAN TICKtT
WINS IN PHOENIX.
The entire rnnulilicnn tlcknf vrax
elected in Phoenix Tuesday. In one OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXO OOOO
of the. closest elections ever held in
SCREEN TIME
a municipal contest. L. W. Cogglns
Is here. Door and Window
defeated Charles Goldman by 71
screens made to order.
votes, for the mayoralty; Claude Cls-newas elected councilman from the
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING WILL
Fourth ward, over Joe Bush, by 46
votes, whilo Shirley Christy is the OOOOCXXXXX)OOOOOCXXOOC)000
new councilman
from the Second
PIONEER BAKERY
ward, by defeating W. H. Ward, . by
BIMON BALLINO, Proprietor.
41
votes. The election waa
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
quiet and no disturbances
marked the day's proceedings. There
were 1239 votes polled, the number WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
hfillCr lwlnu lIlA tinrmal
ues re patronage ana we guar- The election, this time for mayor
was a snecial ono. aim th Hn,u!if,.l an,ee Ilrel clas8 oaklng,
AJbuqnerqne.
candidate will have only one year to 207 8" Flrat street- serve, in the two wards the election
was regular. The new administration is pledged to submit to the peo--i
Annual
Encampment
pie at a. siecial lection the question! 23rd
whether gambling shall bo abolished
'
in Phoenix and the council will abido,
OF THE
by the expressed will of the voters on
that occasion.
DEPARTMENT of HEW MEXICO

Rt PAIRING
Ai!ict
c"
ITH

'JL!

Wc Do Yocr Blacksmith Work Right!

1

IS"""

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART.
MENT.

y

PROVE

IT ANYTIME.

CJ.

By the Evidence of Albuquerque, Peo- -

OUR

HORSE-SHOEIN-

G

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR.
TRIMMING.

RIAGE

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

"mmmm

"
Tt

....

'

J. KORBER

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AYS.
ALBUQUERQUE.
NEW
MEXICO.

wTJ

pax

PRESCRIPTIONS

B.

RIGHT

NEXT

RUPPE

TO BANK

OT COMMERC3

203 W. Ratfroarf Aju

At Consistent Price

A. K.

LAS CRUCES, N. M.

IHOH FENCE

BHEJM

THAN

xxxxxxxxxxoooooooooooom

VMl

Real Estate

j

We Sell iron Fence

t

niFiM-tabU-

lr

I

RANKIN

CO.

7

T

B. A. SLEYSTER

Am

f

F. C. PRATT

d

CO.

Is

Lucero

ME

A. E. WALKER,

XXXXXXXXXX
Thos. F. Keleher

StaplA and Fancy

MEN AND WOMEN,

M. DRAGOIE
PA1NT8, OILS. VARNISHE3 AND
Groceries
dim hi
BRUSHES.
"
Dealers ln
irriMiioOi or ulrriloui
ait In r (ID
hiain Kr. nu
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
1'ail'
fttd nut sutrinl Hlllsboro creamery Butter
Beet on Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. PalBarth.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
t r plain wmp
or
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
rii"t'i,
Free DellTerjr. Pelts.
Orders Solicited.
300 North Broadway, Corner ot Was,
II (.orii".
r3 l..ttl.j,7ft
214 South Second Street
408 WEST RAILROAD
lngton
Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
AVENUE.
Hid U for unnttnrml
tM'S.fuOiLmitiittKiDa,

aVtMta

fteW

KSCININTI,0E
t

(A

a-"-

:.

II

w

"

gy

numww

jmt2ZEKm.

w

TWlmX.

JMZsi

.w
-.

ii-J-

JmdLZjs

3

9

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&.

Santa Fe Railway

i

LIMITCP EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

7

H

FE

ROUTE W.LL

'':T rr'Srei re !D tb Cen'er f 'he CUy' We!' graJed (mDy bt tben ImproTed by ntitlvatlon) ;
L I
)ard. rirng .tore, barnesj shop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.
flrst-clas-

CO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

flrst-clas-

s

bakery, tailor .Sop, shoe house, Jeweler. plumbUg

g

0UR PRCES OF LOTS ARE
APPLY

Swa:

rtJro

.OniJ BECKER, President
z2cnr 'ssnri
arrssr' nrya:
T
mtTTiWmm mm2mH.
ffftAWSMfc

LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
AT ONCE FOR MA' AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICFST LOTS TO

Tmmm

.

m

1

a

-

. m.

.so., tiaatai mm

DEEDS

A.

WM. M BERGER, Secretary
t-rjegxr

mmXiSS&Bm.

J

The dail evidence citizens right
Wootton & Mjer,
here at home supply Is proof sufficient
For the above occasion the Sant.j satisfy the greatest skeptic. No
ta
Fe will sell
bitter proof can bo had. )lere Is tne
tickets at one
cause. Read It:
fare for the
Mrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First, St.,
round trip. Ticksays: "One of my daughters suffered
ets on sale May
from backache for about eight months
AND RENTALS
1, 2, and 3. Final
or a year. Sometimes It was so bad
May
return
limit
that she was completely prostrated
MANUFACTURED BY
Ranches
6, 190G.
and Farms
for a day or so at a time. I read about
T. E. PURDY,
Iran
Stewart
Works
Company
The
Doan's Kidney Pills in an AlbuquerAgent
V
que newspaper
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Correspondence Solicited.
and thought
they
AwnM,
t fin ll!ph-,Wir
Fnre rr (tM
might help my daughter and we went
123 S. Third St,,
uiUVt
Ki.tr,
i. Lout,
Uoll
nrdul.'
to a drug store for a box. In a re
m on buy,
1 Iia nitMtt ffunninirHi f
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
A. ORADI
TOT
I
leu ttibn a
woo't
Price
(f
markably short time the medicine
imt ivpUrf y.tir li ono du wuh a ueat. at-took effect and a little longer stopped Dealeri In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
aft v IRON FKNOR,
the backache. We are pleased to re
Grain and Fuel,
nf Irim Kmrt.
Ovr
&
Iron
flower Vmn Meltr
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
commend I):ans Kidney Pills."
hj. bua iu our cutalugura.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL EST ATM.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
7J,ow Prloaa
cents. Foster-Milburthis line with us.
LOANS
Co.. Buffalo, N.
4j.-JP- ,
surprlaayott
Y., sole agents for the Uriited States.
Automatlo phone 45L
UAI.Ij
and
Room 10. N. T. Armllo Bulldtna.
3
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
58
A. 0. JOHNSON, General Contractor
Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red, 131.
SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL., BEFORE
AND AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE
INSURANCE.
KEAb ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
For 10 cents in coin or stamps,
UP TO
SIGNS
J STEAM CARPET CLEANING
we will send you 12 souvenir photo-cards- , Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
i nvniv i viv f nf Kiwmnmr
views before or after. For
everything.
Cleans
He Is the
Automatic Telephone, 174.
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
20 cents we will wtid you a comFurniture Man. Moving, packplete 6et of 24 photo-oaring and shipping, unpacking and
views be&
fore end after.
illussetting up, and is no upstart at
trated book, 50c by mall, prepaid,
the business. There is no othriRE
write Fay Photo Co., suite 216 Fay Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
INSURANCE.
Jas. Hekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
building,
Angeles, Cal.
737 South Walter Street.
Secretary
Mutual
Building Aasod
bod en 's Granite Floor.
tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad ar
Try a Citizen want ad.
nue.

Dl resldeu.-iors. size 25x142 feet, laid out w th broad 80 and
t
streets, with alley 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade tree.; publlt school house cost
churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large
winery three kote'a
etc. Belen
tt:e .aest Bhl.piuZ point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, bears and ha, In Centra! New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near
future cannot be estimated'

r9T

FIG-

URE WITH US.

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

l

tii-!-

General Bgilding Supplies

MELINI & EAKIN

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

Coniliu tor Dave Milion, ivhi
has
been on the S.ror.s? City, Kan., branch
J
for a number of years, has been asand - U'tween k A
signed to inns Nos
Kansas City and D'.lne City, in the
place made vacant by the death of
Conductor William Miller, who died
at bis lionu in Kansas City about a
mon'h a;w. aiur ill rty live years of y
Conductor Hilt n is well
service
known by the railroad men nil through 1.4
Kansas, uml
"f tbim are pleased giS
to see him in set , ire on the main
line.

News from Trinidad, Co'.o.. is to
the effect thn'l.oais I;a.ir.a labor, r
wrecking
mplo.ved ;n u Santa l"e
tt.ioi. was so badly injur, d on May
1
The
that he died the : i.'ne
a
aceldi r.t hajipeiti-at Wooden,
'f
small station a few miles north

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

!

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

excursion

i

of six riiUniau sleept rs and

Tijeraa

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

mmmm
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tialn

mm

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
corner rirst and
Road.

Bottled In Bond.

to-d.-

Eany

'f

Our Top Buggies and.
Runabouts must move;
We need the floor (
space for eaother car.
It's a time to help
yourself by helping ua.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.0oj
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00 )
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys. Stanhope. Con-- J
cords, Bnckboards. Spring Wagon, etc Out of town business toUcHed.'
rue ior catalogue and prices

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Balm

Into Yours:

r

CELEBRATED

TKIT.

Pocket

Jl

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, Norm Third Street.

-

!.,

and Salt Meats.
Frh
Sausage Factory.

All Kinds of

IViagnoiia

u,

iiiu

Out of Our!

Meat Market

Hagarfs

1

"KSSPS3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

HiiiltHtUttUI
THIRD STREET

r.sc

It. H. K.
.

Raton. Haznro was shoveling
8 3
NEW MEXICO EASTERN
cement from a car, when he fell T.V,',!i'n
bt
Uatterbs
Kitson and Heydon;
twion the moving cars and was Winter.
.
Harris and Graham.
a1"""
hf!ls anl abdomen.
MFFTlNli;rrushP;I
At.
r. H. E.
i
M(, llit.(l ln x,e
ro,,m of tne DetroitDetroit
i) 14
4
a n (iej iu two nours aner lioing j c'hica.Ko
2 6 2
l'i on in in i min:a:i.
lie was
Hatterles Mullin and Payne;
Should years of n."L and unmarried.
Dun Says That Cut-Of- f
and McFarland.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
of N Ortrga, w ho was Cleveland
remains
The
be Completed by
6 9 0
employed by tfio Santa Fe railroad at St.
0 10 2
IauIs
Kllx-ra- ,
and died in the railroad hosBatteries Rhoades and Clark; HoJuly I.
pital at las Vegas, are awaiting In- well
and Rickey.
structions as to disposition. The deceased had been injured In an acciNational League.
RIPLEY IS EXPECTED TOMORROW dent, but liis demise resulted from
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
on abcess of the lungs. Ho was mar- Brooklyn
4 10
0
ried and leaves several children be- Philadelphia
5 10
0
sides
his
wife.
Batteries Strleklett, Pastorlus ani
There is likely to be something doing In railroad circles tomorrow.
Although the article which appear- Bergen; Dugglesby, McCIusky and
James Dun, chief engineer for the ed exclusively in The Evening Citizen Doln.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
Santa FV, arrived from Chicago last nliout C. W. Cook having lost his
4
4 1
night on train No. 7, and Judge H. L. shoes, was not sent out from this city St. Louis
Cincinnati
t 5 o
Waldo, chief counsel for the Santa as a dispatch, It nevertheless,
apBatteries Brown .and Raub; Wei-me- r
Fe in New Mexico, with office atLaa peared In the Topeka ami San Berand Schlel.
Vegas, arrived on the same train, ac- nardino ipapors, under a date line, as
At Boston
R. H. E.
companied by his assistant, Colonel if said article was telegraphic news.
3
8 2
Ralph Twltchell. President
P. Tito article was scissored bodily from Boston
E.
0 3 2
York
HIpley Is ex:;.ected to arrive from this
paper and published without New
Batteries
Pfeiffer ami
O'Neill;
the west, some time tomorrow, anl credit.
Taylor, McGlnnity, Bowerman and
It Is known that the other officials
Colonel 'W. S. Hopewell has return- - Marshall.
mentioned are to meet him, but w'nat
the purpose of the meeting Is, can-- ed to the city from a trip over the
Western League.
Jl r. Santa Fe Central. The colonel savs
not be gleaned from anything
At
R. H. E.
that the Estancla valley Is as green PuebloPueblo
Dun or Mr. Waldo will say.
11 13 5
"The meeting Is purely accidental, as ia garden and that the ranchers of Des Moines
12 12 3
as far as I am concerned," was what the district are hopeful cf a bountiful
Batteries Lindsay, Matney and Sis-ler- ;
Judge Waldo said, I just came down season. Many crops are being plant- Manske , Brinker, Miller
and
to mix with the doctors and theiPd dependent ivpon rainfall.
Towne.
Shriners, that's all
At Denver-DenveR. H. E.
W. D. Mathescn, who has been act"No, there is no special signifi4
....
cance ccr.nected with my presence ing las a substitute postal clerk be- Sioux City .
.... G 11 2
Clifton and Lordsburjr, since the
here," was what Mr. Dun said. "I tween
Batteries - Newmeyer and Hess;
just run down from Chicago to meet first, of the monta, left the other day, Wright and Wdgart.
for
Angeles,
I.os
where
will
he
take
to
expected
Ripley,
who is
President
At Lincoln
R. if. E.
run between, Los Angeles and San
arrive from California some time to aFrancisco.
Lincoln
l 6 6
s
Harry
O.
nwv
Ooebel
over
morrow.
e mav make a trip
Omaha
10 11 1
charge
run.
of
the
.
I want Mr. Ripley to see
the
Batteries Jones, Ahlin and Zinran;
ne roai , ami we wm must u
o. J. Gramley. ho lost his fo.t Sanders and Bender.
"
V,"
as the result of an accident in the
YVr,
o ue
,ei
American Association.
ia.cn u n
Lordsburg yards of the Southern Pa- juii auu iiu in. i
i iiiil o 1
cific- so,,le inle ago, and since then . At Indianapolis
Wihen asked when th? tra 1
?"a"ap
wn ii ha
in the
' '
ha returned to llordsbunT am!
At Columbus
s now traveling with the aid of a
miles more of track to be laid to )alr of crutc,n(, '
Columbus
2
Minneapolis
complete it from Helen to Sunnyside,
2
At Toledo
and he thought that this work could
Charlie Russel, who has leen em- be done by July 1, at the latest.
plcycd on the Santo Fe railroad in Toledo
5
Though it. is denied in toto by all L3s Vegas, has filed a petition in s'- Pa"l
8
the Santa Fe officials so far seen, the bankruptcy in the district court there
PROpOSALS
FOR THE PURCHASE
presence of the large number of them and wishes to be relieved of all ob- OF CITY BUILDING BONDS,
in the city Is most likely due to a ligations.
meeting of the directors of the New
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
menniai convention of the Building Bonds" and addressed to the
Mexico
Eastern Railway company,
ine
which will take place in this city to-- lirottierhrod of Locomotive Engineers "City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,"
morrow. According to tne laws or wm oe neiu at. .vjempnis, ienn., on will lie received at the office of the
the territory, directors of corporations Miay 9. Albuquerque division will be city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., unincorporated in New Mexico,
must represented.
til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, l!0i' for
hold their annual directors' meeting
Issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
superintendent
feteln arrived dollars of city building lionds of
in the territory. The presence of:
the
Laa
lat night, accompan- cl,y of Albuquerque N. M A certl-President Ripley Is verv essential to r"m '
a
nls "''fe- - Mr. and Mrs. Stein fe, check for one thousand
j
meeting of the cut-of- f
directors.
($1,000)
exptcr to rem ain in Albuquerque dollars must accompany
each' bid,
some time.
GREAT TASK TO
said sum to be forfeited to the city.
li(l"1(la'
RESTORE FILES.
damages, by the bidder
Colonel R. u. Twltchell.
assistant ?s
faillIre ot performance by
case.
attorney
L
?f
for
the
m
Santa
Fe
railroad
San Francisco Offices of the Railroads
h
b'd is accepted.
ew Mexico, is in the city from Las'H?
Securing the Lost Tariff.
city building bonds are to be
Vegas.
Issued ln the denomination of one
in unmet niir
Railroads having headquarters
thousand (I1.0O0) dollars each, are
JllCtrrtlCni WtLL
to bear Interest at a rate not to ex- this city are reeiving many requests nifljuum curnium
frm general San Francisco offices for
Cl'a four 4) l)or oont ver annum.
SATISF1ED WITH THFIP i
new tariff sheets.
Practically every
railroad having agencies in 'Frisco
I he great pile of wool which has
lost Its entire files for years, and llie'
interest are to be paid
efficiency of the agency is grea lly been lying at the railroad switch at on the first days of January and July
.the west end of the town is helm? t n, h vOIr
crippled by the loss
v,
)mn,ia
Thlu
la
nf tlio
... nnlvj nr.
.... mlnnr ..A. loaded into freight cars for shinment
.
..oi.u (, 111;
vj v.,.
""""" it in
tails of tho total loss In 'Frisco," said 0 1?.lon, aU(l to Uoleeville, Cal., says option of the city,
twenty (20) years
-.
a railroad man, ' but It gives some
, u"
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
18 "om
"
hocks or the years after date. Tho right Is re- little idea of tne vast amount of work
necessary to rest ere business to its lii.n".1 'u" a no. make winsiow
tnelr wrved t rejwt any and all bids.
. .
ulsow"ea ,,y rerlilns
iormer plane, borne invaluable rec- riv'T, ,
further Information, address
RK'
Harry V. Ix-e- . City Clerk, Albuquer-Aords went up In the flames and can
bawyer. Woods, '7,y.
Wyrlck & Daze, que N M
never le restored. In the case of the
w'
the entire holdings embrace
..i
other files, like the tariffs, it will be and
" i;imiiu nn.
onn aaa
...v v....., - v, i 4w,tn;u
puuiiUn.
some months before the lists can lie anmothlnoLICE, C!(y Clerk.
HARRY
F.
The clip is what is termed heavy
made complete again, and during that wool,
May 2, 190ti.
and on this account buyers have
-- ointerval the offices will be
! airaia or purcnasmg
it. and have
Sore Nipples.
indue lower oners, for it than the wool
A cure may be effected bv applying
growers were willing to take.
NEW RULE BOOK ON
Chamberlain's Salve as so 11 a the
other morning, however, the child is don nursing. Wipe it off
THE SOUTHWESTERN. .
A new rule book, not varying to any noI-e- rs
L the wol received a satis- - with a
cloth before allowing the
rac,orv
oner, and all sold with the ex- - child tosoft
great extent from the one now m use
nurse. Many trained nurses
Sawyer, whoi will con-- us,, this salve with the best results,
on the western division, will go Into cPt1011
a n8,on Arm. The price paid Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all
effect on both divisions of the El Paso'! Bn
of the Dolge druggists.
& Southwestern, on June 1.
Hereto-- ; by tne representative
fore theio has been no examinations of employes on the eastern division
to determine their fitness, but when
gmaar
'GJH&Jtzar
snrrssar
the new rule book takes elfect, ex-- i
j,
rr-- n
tSSZtkk.
ainiii:i;ions of a preat majority of the!
employes of tnat division will be1
made. As the rules have been In
foree on the western division, and
few changes are contemplated, there
will Ik' no tnat number of examinations.

niRFrTnR
uinLvi vaj

just

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We fcare added to onr already well equipped launder a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them
to is
and we will straighten them oat for 70a.

t

i

Powers

FOUND AT LAST

What's the use of a helper, If
Isn't willing? Willingness Is I
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of senr- ice. But a classified advertise-ment In The F:venlng Citizen Is a
willing helper that Is not only
absolutely competent, but also Is
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It Is the best
and most economical publicity ln
the world.
$
h

It is i ;s::i!iL' f tvi--. v v. ..;
l inoiloratilv j'noil l'.ciiltii t
ji .is c
the chief at trilui tcoflicaut y a s;Hi!'f
and cUar cn::i; L".in:!.
If you care at ii';l fnr lifanty. ii'y
want your skin to Ik- suit, ric.ir
U.K. velvety, if you want it In Lml: f: is
11 2 youthful and feel fresh anileo-- f ir'...' !e.
12

Hyper; and
Kleinow
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lotteries
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
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DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair tonight and Saturday,
showers in southern portion
day; cooler In ea3t portion.

Buy a Pair of Our Dainty
Oxfords for Women
They enhance the beauty of your nfw dress, bring you in
accord with the luTght sunshine of spring, and mak? yon
wl'h yourself.
Their

Is

cost

small, as compared with the satisfac-

but

WHITE CANVAS OXFORDS.
LEATHER HEEL
GRAY

CANVAS

LIGHT OR HEAVY SOLES. WHITEvOR
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25

OXFORDS,

LEATHER HEEL, LIGHT SOLE

TAN OXFORDS, LIGHT OR EXTENSION SOLE. LOW, MEDIUM OR
HIGH HEEL
$1.65, $1.75, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00
BLACK VIVI KID
XFORDS, LIGHT
EXTENSION ' SOLE,
ALL
STYLES OF HI EL
$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, $3.00
BLACK GUN METAL OXFORD, PLAIN TOE, EXTENSION
SOLE
$3.50
PATENT KID OXFORD, LIGHT OR EXTENSION SOLE
..$2.75, $3.00, $3.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

Maynar d Co.

Hickox -

ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In It class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment,
Diamond are rapidly advancing

NEW MEXICO'THE ARCH FRONT.

-

SOUTH

Do You Use

'TIs a
value.

LEADING JEWELERS

.

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

MMaHllMllllllllaHBBBllHSlHBaBHSSIiBHBHBBBMSBSHBaslll

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
2- 3- -

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 end the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLYCQ,

Druggists

No.
No.
No.
No.

S

4
1

7

p. in.
At
On time.
S p. in.
On time.
On time.
7

W. N. Townsend is down from Santa Fo on business.
T. C. DeShon, deputy sheriff of
county, is registered at the

Thos. Patterson, of the coiil ramp
is registered at the

of (iibson,

Miss Ethel Kasley returned to Santa
Fo this morning alter a pleasant visit
in the city to friends.
Robert Massey and wife have re-

turned to their homo ut llatou after a
short visit in tho city to friends.
Miss Bertha Staab returned to her
home at Santa Fo today, after a short
visit to Albuquerquo relatives.
A!l members of Company G will
at Armory headquarters tonig'ht
tor drill duty, lty order
f commanding officer.
Col. John M. Moore will leave tonight for Minnesota ou important
business. He will be absent about ten
days or two weeks.
Mrs. J. C. Murphy of Peoria, 111.,
has arrived in the city, and will remain during the summer with Dr.
and Mrs. It. I.. Hust. The visitor is
the mother of Mrs. Hust.
Dr. M. A. Casey, one of the most
brilliant ortors today on the American
stage, will lecture tonight, at the Lead
Avenue Methodist church. Proceeds
will be sent to the San Francisco
Admission, only 25 cents.
E. F. Iloaglln, representing Cluett,
Peabody & Co., manufacturers of the
"Monarch" shirt, Is In the city calling
on local clothiers.
Mr. Iloaglln is a
Shriner and is helping the local temcerple through with Is
emonial session.
Miss Addie Titus, an employe of
the Silver City Independent, of Silver City, left last evening for Los
Angeles' and other California points,
after a day spent in. this city visiting
her friend, Miss Dorothy Galloway,
proprietress of the Elite hotel.
Louis Becker and Henry Davis of
Belen, who were In Trinidad, to attend the wedding of John Becker, Jr.,
of Helen, to Miss Smith, of the Colorado city, passed through the city last
night homeward bound. Mr. Becker
and his brldo have gone east on their
honeymoon.
J. It. Foulks, until recently New
Mexico manager for the New York
Life Insurance company, left yesterday for Salt Lake City, accompanied
by his family. The last of the furniture of the local office was shipped
yesterday for Pueblo, with which office the local office was consolidated.
The Citizen learns that Robert
accountant, has
Dross, the expert
disposed cf his little paper, "Sunshine," to Rev. 10. Crawford and
Rabbi Jacob 11. Kaplan, who will
convert the paper into a monthly
magazine, calling it the "Barbarian."
Mr. Drews assumes the business
of ihe Industrial Advertiser,
with offices at 321 West Gold avenue.
The new Improvements just completed at tlio Southwestern
Brewery
Ac Ice company
increases the capacity
of the Institution two fold, and makes
it the largest and most complete institution of the west. The new machinery added dues all the work,
much of which was formerly done by
hand, from the washing of the kegs
to placing them full of beer on the
trucks ready for market.
Judge J. R. McFIe passed through
the city tills morning returning to his
home at Santa Fe from Las Cruces,
where ho attended the annual encampment of tho New Mexico Grand Army
of the Republic. The meeting was de
lightful throughout, the people of Las
Cruces showing the visiting veterans
every courtesy. Yesterday many of
the visitors were taken for a drive to
tho Agricultural college .three miles
distant from Las Crucos.
Mrs. Herman Block of San Fran
cisco and Mrs. Eniil Bibo of Cubero
are visiting Mrs. Wise at the Bibo
residence on Park View avenue. Mrs.
Block is a sister of Mrs. Wise and Joo
Kibo and mother of Mrs. Sigfried Se- llgman of Bernalillo, to which place
r
the Block family fled arter the
at San Francisco. Mr. Block,
who formerly was manager or the
Bibo, Newman Co., the large grocery
establishment of Park and California
sun t In Sail Francisco, is expected

Barnett Building

suf-ferre-

al

man-ageme-

LUMBER,

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL, ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

mm

E
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Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

hardships of the past fortnight.
George M. Parens, formerly of Albuquerque, hns brought suit in the
Santa Ke county district court to recover a team of horses and $ o; ; on
account from the (!old Bullion Mining
company, a company operating In the
Golden distriet. The plaintiff alleges
that he hired his team to the defendant nt (I per day with the understanding that he could have the same
at any time he so desired. The above
contract wax made February 4. lyuG.
J. W. Sullivan, general manager for
the Pennsylvania Development company, la in the city from lia'4,ii attending ihe meeting of the i 'j ..crs.
beMr. I lagan s;is that very HUH
ing done in the llagan coal mi. s at
present..
The property opened up,
which exposes a body
of coal
the
quantity of which Is so great that it
is almost beyond estimation, is being
kept well timbered and clear from
water, and ready for operation at a
moment's notice. Mr. Sullivan will
remain in the city several days.
T. W. Moses, traveling
pas.senger
ag'nt.for the Santa Fe out of l.os Angeles, is in the city awaiting to meet
two trains of tinted Slates soldiers,
which are expected to pass through
the city about J o'clock tonight, arriving from the sou: a and departing
for the west. The troops are mounted
cavalry from Fort Sam Houston, Tex.,
en routo to San Francisco to relieve
the troops nt the Presidio, which are
literally worn out from the w J'k of
caring for the earthquake 'sufferers.
The troops brought down from Vancouver to assist in tho relief work
will be returned to their posts.
i

SPRING
Is the time to plant

Monday.
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WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
Auto. Phone 118.

The season for Bock Beer is near
the end. Southwestern Bock Beer on
tap next Saturday.
TODAY:
IKfPECIAL
EASTERN
lEJ LOBSTERS.
SOFT
SHELL
BROIL-

GEESE,

HENS.

them for a while?
In either event you have probably found that your
suit "wilted," so to speak the first damp day you
wore it; that it required frequent pressing to take
out the irregularities that appeared.
The next time that, you nro ready to buy a suit,
consult us. Make It n point to buy one of our H. S.
& M. SUITS. We can fit you perfectly, and
what Is
more to the point, the garments we sell will give you
a maximum amount of wear, with little attention as
to pressing. Why? Because thoy are designed and
tailored carefully and there Is no Flat-Iro- n
"dope"
used In tho manufacture of them.

1S Gold Avenue

J&P&iii
Sj'v-- -'

Classes
Adjusted.

LENSES GROUND

ON

TICKETS

R.R

AND

Eyes
Tested.

PREMISES!!
BOUGHT. SOLO

H.

CELERY, WATER
STRAWBERRIES, STRING
BEANS, PEAS, CUCUMBERS,
AND
ALL NATIVE VEGETABLES. KEPT
AND
FRESH
CRISP BY OUR FOUN-

&.

M.

suits. 315 TO 30

The Sincerity Clothes Shop

Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

s.

EXCHANGED

Association Office
Transactions

13 W, R, R, Ave,

1

SIMON
STERN
Elailcoadl

REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT;
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

Ufo2

I

A.vemme

Glofcfraier

uBasmnsxxsaz
UJ1 JUT

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
Tne tttore tor style, service and Savins
Rapid Selling of Men's and Youths9 Suits
SUITS FOR MEN AND YOUTHS.
We have placed on sale all our
Men's and Youth's Suits, that sold
up to $17.50, at the extra low price
of $12.50 the suit. See the big
window display of these suits.
The gray Is the popular color In
a suit this season. We aro showing a big line of these suits, which
have just been received from the

Comfortable slippers and Juliettes
for women. They rest the feet and
take the biggest part of drudgery out
of your housework. At the same
time they look neat 'and dainty. Prices
range from
1.10 to $2.
C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Railroad

LAMBS,
DUCKS,

$:!0.no-$:,o.o-

Bebber Optical Co.
1

Certain Remedy for Every Man

who Is sick of buying faulty garments. . Vhnt have
you been paying for your clothes?
o
at
your tailors
One half of that sum for "ready-lundc- s'
that disappoint you aft
you have worn

Vi" tUH'SIPUIP

Traction
season, with an excellent company
of vaudevillians, among whom are to
be noted the well known names of
Berger anl
Webb,
in Illustrated
songs; Baby Lucille, In songs, and
dances; George Stevens, monologist;
Baby Florence, In topical songs, and
the Rreal Hill and Edmonds trio. In
sketched, songs and comic and acrobatic dancing. This will be t:ie formal opening of the house, and following this. Manager Wortman promises the patrons of the summer theater some excellent, attractions. Inasmuch as this city. El Paso and Ias
Vegas are to be put on. a vaudeville
circuit that will assure Albuquerque-an- a
some of the lest attractions that
play the Orpheum, the Crystal and
other western circuits.

CRABS,
SPRING
ERS, TURKEYS,

And Have a

IVCS, thl FLO HI ST

WEEK

the Casino at
ojen the summer

May 14.
Park will

We're Clothes Specialists

Dahlias, Tuberoses. Carinas, Glad-Ionand Pansies.
Wo have a fine lot of Bulhs and
Plants.

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

CASINO OPfcNS
MONDAY

MAY 4, 1906.

to

rt

semi-annu-

In

Satur-

pass-eimc-

.No. 9

$1.25, $2.00

except

Sunrise, 5:C5; et, 6:48; length, 13
hours and 43 minutes; moon set this
morning at 2:45. An. Ideal day for
this or any other place. Horace Mann
was born on this day in 1796. He died
in 1859 and was an eminent educator,
and a member of congress from
Massachusetts.
following was tlin 4 o'clock re port
of tin- firriv.il of San' l Kc

trains:

tion and wear they give.

das

a few

Mexli "o within

FRIDAY,

take a much needed rest after the

LOCAL AND

1

1

CITIZEN.

EVENING

big clothing manufaflturme establishments of the east.
Kvery suit guaranteed for style,
workman ship and durability.

FINE DRESS SHIRTS.
We are showing an Immense
display of fine Dress Shirts, with
and without collars, In Percales,
Fancy Madras, Brilliant ine
and
China Silk, from 75c to $4.50 each.

mm
mm

:

MEN'S UNDERWEAR.
In Men's Underwear, we are
showing a big line from the very
low price of 50c a suit, to tho very
finest, at $3.50 the suit. Extra good
values at $1 the suit.

3y

Whitney vomuanv

o

HARDWARE

i

CALIFORNIA

CRESS,

(J

TAIN.

.o

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

G

8
Newt n Creamery Butter
California Plums. 2 cans
Gelatine, xr plg
Ixittle

1

Pickks,

of

and

Chow-Cho-

mustard
Try our
It is the
price.
2 pkgs of
2 cans of
2 lO cent
Starch

CD

SPECIAL SALE.

SATURDAY'S

1
1

25c
2."c

10c

bottle of
bottle of

20c
Burlap sack roasted coffee.
best on the market ;it the

Force
Clams
pkgs of

4

2."c

a

c

Q

O

Ja

X

I

o

25c

u

F

Water

Cold

15c

Hires Hot Boer Extract

2flc

supply the town with
strictly fresh eggs. If your grocer
cant lurnish them, seo us.
Seeded Itaislns, per pkg
fic
rigs, per pkg
9c
t
grade of Cream
10c
Soup, pie can
8c
doing on a picnic? Then seo us for
5c Hats, Pajier Napkins, paper plates
and othtr picnic supplies.
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.

i
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We can

U3, U5,

SUNDAY

South First Street

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I'JVi-cen-

BASE BALL

17

S. T. VANN, 0.

25c.

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN

Eye Sight
Specialist

FOR SALE.
One buggy horse, harness and rubber tired buggy. Also one good draft
horse. Apply to W. W. Strong.

NEW MEXICO.

tils-aste-

FIND

THt

.CHIKtklG

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
mado at
Vann's drug store.

MORE

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents dickering
Sons to bo tho best place to
look for pianos of less expensive

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL

BOARD.

grade.

Men's Clothing...
Our

Clothes give you fit and
style. Without either, they would be a cipher.
The best cloth, the best linings and silks and
velvets don't make fine clothes. But mix
them like the painters' colors, with brains,
and they take shape and grace and beauty.

SI 2.50

Stein-Bloc- h

The

tailors for fifty-on- e
years
have been using their brains in making

thdr

Suits From

WANTED,

Successors to

Wholesale

stoves stored for the

"iir
s'linir. r.

J.

and detail

W. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
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E. L. WASH BURN CO.

CREEN TIME IS COMING.
nv bcreens, 7 cents per foot,

inn!
a

made door, with trimmings,

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

are making window

'

I

RUBBER HOSE

;iir
yi

GARDEN TOOLS

1

ft,- -

SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAhES
GARDEN BARROWS

21 5 West Railroad Avenue

tor $1.25.
ts-

tk

sen "' doors
,
I.e.--

and Retsil

:

initi

122

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

screens all
together, and as strung as
t. for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
'uir,
V
" 'list any door shipped In here
fret: ' '.'.e cast, together with trim- -'
'

S. Second

FREEZERS

Wholesale

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

HAHN & CO.

157.

m.;
for ?l 25.

For Rent

REFRIGERATORS

Eureka is the only lime
will not pop, craek or
j., ti,0 wall.
See that it Is
in your contract.

NEED A CARPENTER
TELEPHONE C. E. MAPLES, BLACK

A

OF

HARDWARE

YOU

in

E. J. POST & COMPANY

that

o

IF

i

119
West Gold

WIclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

STORAGE.

(

Stein-Bloc- h

clothes- -

The iiaino Chk'kering Is in itself
Vmo, n giKtrantee of that store's
nie:. .,,;. v,)u may safely depend upon
Its a !.,. as to the other ma'es It
hand!.-..-xow Mexico tho Ch.ck-eriiis represented solely bv
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

'

'

ve

the regular shop made
that have always cost,

J2.WI to $2.2f., fur

ALBUQUERQUE,

Jl.ii.

SUPERIOR LUMEER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

1

NEW MEXICO
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